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Discerning Devotion:
Testing the Signaling Theory of Religion
Abstract
Religious rituals often entail signicant investments of time, energy, and
money, and can risk bodily harm. Instead of being evolutionarily inexpli-
cable, such costly religious acts have been argued to be honest signals of
commitment to the beliefs and values of the community, helping individu-
als establish good reputations and foster trusting, cooperative relationships.
Most tests of this hypothesis have evaluated whether religious signalers are
more prosocial; here I investigate whether signal receivers actually perceive
religious signalers as such. I do this with data collected over 20 months
of ethnographic eldwork in two villages in South India, where Hindu and
Christian residents engage in dierent modes of religious practice, including
dramatic acts of rewalking and spirit possession as well as the more subtle
but consistent act of worshipping at a church or temple each week. Each
mode of religious practice is found to be informative of a distinct set of repu-
tational qualities. Broadly speaking, in the long term, individuals who invest
more in the religious life of the village are not only seen as more devout, but
also as having a suite of prosocial, other-focused traits. In the short term,
individuals who perform greater and costlier acts in the annual Hindu fes-
tival show a slight increase in the percent of villagers recognizing them as
physically strong and hardworking. These results suggest that people are
attending to the full suite of religious acts carried out by their peers, using
these signals to discern multiple aspects of their character and intentions.
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1. Introduction1
In recent years, a number of evolutionary scientists have posed for them-2
selves a sizable question: with all the costs (physical, monetary, emotional,3
psychological) associated with religious belief and behavior, what accounts4
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for its ubiquity? Some of these researchers have sought to explain religion by5
delineating how certain aspects of our cognitive architecture may predispose6
us to believe in certain kinds of supernatural agents (e.g. Atran, 2002; Bar-7
rett, 2004; Boyer, 2001). Others have looked at how those beliefs may alter8
people's behavior, making them act less selshly (e.g. Bering, 2011; Johnson9
and Kruger, 2007; Shari et al., 2016). Religious practices, especially collec-10
tive rituals, have also been argued to be important in fostering social cohesion11
and cooperation (e.g. Durkheim, 1995; Whitehouse and Lanman, 2014). Ul-12
timately, many of these scholars suggest that religious beliefs and practices13
played a crucial role in the emergence of complex societies (e.g. Cronk, 1994;14
Irons, 2001; Norenzayan et al., 2016; Purzycki et al., 2016; Rappaport, 1999;15
Shari et al., 2010; Watts et al., 2015; Wilson, 2003).16
As a part of this new evolutionary focus on religion, some researchers17
have suggested that religious practices, particularly those that place costly18
demands on the individual, can be signals of commitment to the prosocial19
tenets of the community (Atran and Norenzayan, 2004; Bulbulia, 2004; Hen-20
rich, 2009; Irons, 2001; Sosis and Alcorta, 2003). Drawing on signaling theory21
(Akerlof, 1970; Bliege Bird and Smith, 2005; Grafen, 1990; Spence, 1973),22
they suggest that the costs entailed in carrying out religious acts mean that23
only those who are truly committed will be willing and able to perform them.24
Costly religious acts can therefore be seen as reliable, honest signals of com-25
mitment, allowing religious communities to establish trusting, cooperative26
relationships.27
Applications of the signaling theory of religion tend to evaluate signal28
honesty, testing the hypothesis that religious signalers are more cooperative.29
Sosis and Rue (2003) found that members of Israeli kibbutzim who at-30
tended synagogue more regularly were more cooperative in a common-pool31
resource game than others, and that they were especially cooperative towards32
other kibbutz members (Rue and Sosis, 2006). Working with Afro-Brazilian33
Candomble groups, Soler (2012) found that members who expressed greater34
commitment to and involvement in the group not only played more gener-35
ously in a public goods game, but also reported helping other group mem-36
bers more often than less committed members. Xygalatas et al. (2013) gave37
Hindu festival participants in Mauritius an opportunity to donate money to38
the temple, and found that those who participated in high ordeal rituals do-39
nated signicantly more. Across these disparate settings and denominations,40
each of these projects has found that individuals who expend more time and41
energy in religious practice are more generous, suggesting that costly religious42
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acts can be interpreted as honest signals of commitment and prosociality.43
For such acts to truly be seen as \signals," however, researchers need to44
consider not only the signaler, but also the receiver. While researchers may45
be convinced that a signal is honest, they also need to establish that signal re-46
ceivers are able to discern the signal and respond to it (Lachmann et al., 2001;47
Maynard Smith and Harper, 2003; Rendall et al., 2009). Given the consis-48
tency of the literature in asserting that religious signals convey commitment49
to the beliefs and values of the group, the question arises whether this is50
indeed the information that the audience perceives. Lab experiments pro-51
vide some preliminary evidence that signals of religiosity are associated with52
greater perceived trustworthiness. For example, McCullough et al. (2015)53
found that American undergraduates viewed individuals as more trustwor-54
thy and gave more to them in the trust game if they displayed a Christian55
religious badge (Ash Wednesday ash or a necklace with a cross), and Hall56
et al. (2015) found that American Christian undergraduates viewed individ-57
uals as more trustworthy if they donated money to religious charities and58
if they adhered to religious dietary requirements, regardless of whether they59
were a fellow Christian or a Muslim. In-depth ethnographic studies have not60
yet been undertaken to see if similar patterns are borne out in the messiness61
of real life. And, studies have not yet investigated the particular qualities62
that are imputed from religious signals, beyond general categories of proso-63
ciality and trustworthiness. To address these gaps, I draw on data from two64
South Indian villages to establish the signal content that people discern from65
the religious action of their peers.66
1.1. Predictions67
Researchers from a variety of disciplines and theoretical backgrounds have68
forwarded what can generally be termed the \signaling theory of religion,"69
arguing that religious acts can honestly communicate information about the70
individual's commitment to the religious tenets of the community. Dierent71
researchers have emphasized dierent aspects of the religious system that72
facilitate this process of communication and discernment. Religious acts of-73
ten evoke heightened emotional states, which are inherently hard to fake74
(Alcorta and Sosis, 2005; Frank, 1988). Further, many religious acts entail75
sizable costs (whether they be physical, psychological, monetary, or oppor-76
tunity costs), which skeptical individuals are likely unwilling to bear; only77
those people who truly believe should be willing to carry them out (Sosis and78
Alcorta, 2003). If the perceived costs of a religious act are more for those who79
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are not committed to the belief underlying it than for those who are, then80
observers can see such acts as credible displays of the belief commitment of81
those carrying out the religious act (Henrich, 2009). By carrying out such re-82
ligious acts, individuals demonstrate their willingness to adhere to the social83
norms and values that are at the core of so many rituals (Rappaport, 1999).84
For these varied reasons, numerous authors (some grounded in economics,85
some behavioral ecology, and some cultural evolution) have suggested that86
costly religious acts can be seen as honestly conveying information about87
the religious signaler's commitment to the religious and moral precepts of88
the community. Costly religious actions should therefore help an individual89
establish a reputation for devotion and for prosociality. Such reputations90
and the consequent trust it engenders can then help religious signalers estab-91
lish supportive relationships. Ultimately, these researchers argue that this92
helps to create cooperative, cohesive communities that can resist skeptical93
free-riders who are unable to give the costly signals and unwilling to bear94
the costly requirements often demanded of religious adherents (Iannaccone,95
1994; Irons, 2001). This cohesiveness may facilitate cultural group selection,96
promoting a stable system of beliefs and costly religious practices (Henrich,97
2009; Wildman and Sosis, 2011).98
Drawing on these varied arguments, we can derive the following predic-99
tions to be tested here:100
1. People who invest in more and costlier ways in the religious life of the101
village will be perceived as more devout and more prosocial.102
2. Participating in more and costlier ways in the festival for the goddess103
Mariyamman

will lead to increased recognition as devout and prosocial104
in the days immediately following the festival.105
1.2. Research Setting106
The neighboring villages of \Ten

pat.t.i" and \Al
akapuram" (pseudonyms)107
are located in the South Indian state of Tamil Nadu, near the Vaigai River.108
Barring a drought, its sporadic waters allow most villagers to spend a few109
months each year growing rice on small plots of land and the rest engaging110
in wage labor. The villages are comparable in size, with 164 households111
in the former and 201 in the latter. Each has a mix of caste groups (jati)112
and religious denominations { Hindu, Roman Catholic, Church of South113
India (CSI, a mainline Protestant denomination), and non-denominational114
evangelical Christian. The Catholic and Protestant communities are each115
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comprised of a single caste, whereas the Hindu residents represent a number116
of distinct castes (see Table A.6 in the Supplementary Material for a full117
breakdown). All residents are ethnically and linguistically Tamil.118
Religious practice is an intimate part of daily life in these villages. Most119
Christian households have images of Jesus and Mary adorning their walls,120
and Hindu households typically have a small area with images of deities for121
oering a quick prayer and taking tars.an
, the mutual viewing of the deity122
and devotee (Eck, 1981). The Catholic and Protestant churches hold weekly123
services on Sunday (often lay-led), and a handful of residents read from124
the Bible early each morning at the Catholic church in Ten

pat.t.i. With the125
many temples and shrines in each village, Hindu residents have more choice126
in how (and to whom) to direct their devotion. In Ten

pat.t.i, many Hindu127
residents make a quick visit to the temple for the goddess Mariyamman

on128
Tuesdays and Fridays. Each month on the full moon, the local priest (pucari)129
carries out an elaborate worship (pujai) at the temple, seeing to the needs of130
Mariyamman

and making oerings (piracatam) to her, which are then shared131
out among the many attending villagers. In Al

akapuram, Hindus may visit132
the temples for Vishnu or the guardian deities Ayyan

ar and Karuppacami.133
About a third of the residents of the two villages worship at a church or134
temple at least once a week.135
Auspicious days and religious holidays entail more involved worship. Chris-136
tians celebrate Christmas, New Year's Eve (considered a Christian holiday,137
as it follows the Gregorian, rather than Tamil, calendar), and Easter with138
new clothes, elaborate meals, games, and formal services. In both villages,139
the Catholic communities organize an annual festival in which statues of the140
church's saint are carried in a procession through the village on a palan-141
quin (capparam). In Ten

pat.t.i, the Hindu festival for the village goddess142
Mariyamman

each summer is an important event requiring long prepara-143
tion. Mariyamman

is a form of the goddess often found in Tamil villages,144
sometimes referred to as the goddess of smallpox; she is a powerful, vengeful145
goddess who protects and defends the village (Beck, 1981; Trawick, 1984;146
Younger, 1980). The proper carrying out of her festival is seen as ensur-147
ing the continued growth and vitality of both the village and its villagers.148
This growth is represented by the mul.aippari, pots containing bright green149
sprouts, carried by village women in a procession held during the festival.1150
1It is worth noting that Dalit (also known as Untouchable or Scheduled Caste) women
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These processions, both for the Catholic and Hindu communities, mark o151
the domain of the deity and the social boundaries of the village (Jacobsen,152
2008; Mines, 2005; Raj and Dempsey, 2002).153
Often as a part of these festivals, people voluntarily choose to fulll ritual154
vows (nerttikkat.an
), acts of devotion carried out in thanks for divine favor155
(Raj and Harman, 2006). The particular form that the vow takes is the156
decision of the devotee, and the reason for its enactment is typically kept157
private. The completion of such vows is typically prefaced by a period of158
fasting (viratam) to ensure that the vow fulller is pure (cuttam) for the159
act. This includes abstaining from alcohol and meat, remaining abstinent,160
skipping the midday meal, going without shoes, bathing daily, and avoiding161
conict with others. Many residents of Ten

pat.t.i carry out vows at the an-162
nual festival for Mariyamman

, carrying pots of milk (palkut.am) to be poured163
over the image of the goddess, carrying aming repots (akkin

iccat.t.i), pierc-164
ing their bodies with hooks (alaku) or spears (vel), and even suspending165
themselves from a crane by hooks piercing their backs (the par

avai kavat.i).166
Such vows are not limited to festival events; individuals may commit to go-167
ing on pilgrimage to sites such as the Murugan temple at Palani, the Om168
Shakthi temple near Chennai, or the Catholic pilgrimage site of Vailankanni.169
Over the course of a year, most villagers undertake some sort of public ritual170
action, like fullling a vow or traveling to visit a temple or church.171
A small number of Hindu residents periodically become possessed, their172
bodies contorting wildly, beyond their control and consciousness as a deity173
suddenly \comes" to them (cami vantatu). The most conspicuous possession174
events happen during festivals, typically in one of two ways: rst, some175
people hold ocial roles (often determined hereditarily) as the god-dancer of176
a particular deity, and they take on that role during festivals, channeling the177
god and often its voice; second, the emotional and aural frenzy of the festival178
can result in a mass of devotees becoming possessed at the same time.2179
The range of religious action carried out by villagers makes this an ideal180
setting to test some of the predictions of the signaling theory of religion.181
are not permitted to carry mul.aippari, an example of continued caste discrimination.
2This form of possession is distinct from possession by pey, malicious trickster spirits
(cf. Kapadia, 1995). Such cases, which are quite rare, are seen as undesirable aictions
that must be rectied, often by exorcism. In the terms suggested by Cohen (2008), here I
focus on \executive possession" and not \pathogenic possession," such as that by trickster
spirits.
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Here, we will see how the nature of villagers' religious practice shapes their182
reputations. What, exactly, do villagers discern about a person based on183
her religious practice? Do they actually associate costly ritual acts with184
devotion and commitment to the tenets of the group? Are the dierent185
modes of religious action viewed in the same light, or are they associated186
with dierent qualities?187
2. Material & Methods188
I conducted twenty months of ethnographic eldwork between October189
2011 and August 2013, collecting a variety of data from structured and un-190
structured interviews, a household census, and a formal survey conducted191
with adult residents of the two villages.3192
2.1. Religious Practice193
Information on villagers' religious practice is divided into three religious194
modalities: (1) regular worship at a church or temple, (2) public ritual acts,195
and (3) possession. Villagers reported the regularity of their attendance at196
church services and temple visitations as part of a household census (con-197
ducted between December 2011 and April 2012), which was further corrobo-198
rated with lists generated by key informants. If a person either self-reported199
or was named as worshipping at least once a week, they are recorded as200
worshipping regularly. 82% of Protestant (CSI) residents attend Sunday ser-201
vices at their church and 72% of Catholics attend mass. Very few Hindus in202
Al

akapuram visit temples regularly, while in Ten

pat.t.i 44% of Hindu residents203
visit the Mariyamman

temple each week.204
Villagers also reported the public ritual acts that they had carried out205
over the past year. This could include simply visiting a temple and making206
an oering, pilgrimages to temples and shrines, vow fulllment, and activities207
carried out for major religious holidays like Christmas, Easter, and festivals208
at nearby regional temples. 80% of villagers had undertaken at least one209
public ritual act in the previous year. For the Ten

pat.t.i Mariyamman
festival,210
ocial records kept by festival organizers and video footage of the events were211
consulted to ensure the most complete possible coverage of the acts carried212
out as part of this festival. 23% of adult Hindu residents performed some213
sort of public ritual act in the 2013 Ten

pat.t.i Mariyamman
festival.214
3Those interested in accessing the anonymized data should contact the author.
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The signaling theory of religion places import on the dierential costliness215
of the acts carried out. To account for this, the measures of each individual's216
public ritual acts were transformed into new weighted tallies based on a217
ranking task completed by a random sample of 37 individuals from the two218
villages (stratied by caste). Each person was given a shued pile of 21219
cards depicting common religious acts (see Figure A.3 in the Supplementary220
Materials) and asked to sort them into groups of \low," \medium," and221
\high" in terms of: diculty, pain endured, and monetary cost (cards were222
reshued between each sorting). I performed consensus analysis (Romney223
et al., 1986) on these categorical rankings in UCINET (Borgatti et al., 2002)224
and found good t to the consensus models (see Tables A.7 and A.8 in the225
Supplementary Materials). The results of the consensus analysis form the226
basis of the weighting system used here. Each act recorded is weighted227
doubly, assigned rst a 1, 2, or 3 (for low, medium, high) for the associated228
monetary cost, and then another 1, 2, or 3 for the diculty/pain entailed229
(the consensus for diculty and pain were found to be equivalent).230
While most people become possessed only during festival events (and231
often while completing a vow), a smaller number of people become possessed232
more regularly. 43 Hindu residents (7%) were identied by key informants233
(and corroborated by myself) as often becoming possessed.234
2.2. Reputational Standing235
The reputational metrics are drawn from a survey conducted with the236
adult residents (age 18+) of Al

akapuram (February 2013) and Ten

pat.t.i237
(April 2013). Of the 809 adult residents, surveys were conducted with 782238
of them (97% overall; 96% in Al

akapuram and 98% in Ten

pat.t.i). The sur-239
veys were administered by graduate students in the Folklore Department at240
Madurai Kamaraj University, whom I trained in administering the survey.241
The section of the survey that is relevant here entails eight questions each242
getting at a dierent aspect of reputation. Interviewees were asked to free-list243
all those in the village whom they felt had each quality, and were prompted244
for each question to think of young and old men and women having the qual-245
ity. They were asked who in the village was (1) hardworking, (2) particularly246
generous, (3) good at giving advice, (4) inuential, (5) of good character, (6)247
particularly devout, (7) physically strong, and (8) knowledgeable at carrying248
out functions and rituals. These qualities are each locally salient and desir-249
able character traits, determined through open-ended interviews and tested250
with a series of pilot surveys. Overall, interviewees named an average of 18251
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people a total of 26 times (meaning, some people were named for various rep-252
utational qualities). Correspondingly, each villager was named an average of253
21 times by 14 individuals, though there is substantial variance, with many254
people named only a few times and a few individuals named many times (see255
Figure A.4 & Table A.9 in the Supplementary Materials).256
In the days immediately following the Ten

pat.t.i Mariyamman
festival in257
August 2013, a research assistant and I conducted the survey questions again258
with a stratied random sample of 50 Ten

pat.t.i residents (See Table A.10 in259
the Supplementary Materials).4 In order to compare a person's reputation260
before and after the festival, the tally of nominations is transformed into the261
percent a person receives of all of the nominations made in each reputational262
category.263
2.3. Covariates264
Many other factors beyond religious participation may inuence one's rep-265
utation and must therefore be accounted for. Basic demographic information266
(age, gender, caste, years of education) was reported in a household survey.267
As part of this, I also collected a kinship network of the village, which was268
analyzed in the population genealogy program Descent (Hagen, 2005) to tally269
up the number of adult consanguineous kin residing in the village (including270
adult relatives with r of  0:125). Finally, holding a position of leadership271
may inuence (and be inuenced by) reputation, so a dichotomous variable272
recording if each villager has ever held a position in the informal village com-273
mittee or in the local government body (the panchayat) captures this.5 Basic274
descriptive statistics of all relevant variables are included in Table 1.275
3. Results276
3.1. Prediction 1: Long-Term Religiosity and Reputation277
I rst predicted that greater investment in the religious life of the villages278
would correlate with increased recognition as being devout and prosocial. For279
4Because of the salience of religion and caste in village life, the random selection of 50
respondents was stratied by caste. While I am investigating the change in reputational
standing for Hindu festival participants, I am interested in how they are perceived by all
villagers, so Christians were included in this random sample.
5Other covariates were also considered, but removed due to high colinearity (e.g., an
aggregate measure of household property holdings, similar to that used by Waring (2012))
or low explanatory power (e.g., a crossed term of age and education).
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Variable N Mean  SD Median Min Max # of Levels
Age 809 42.33  14.98 40 18 70 -
Gender 809 455 F, 354 M - - - 2
Village 809 438 Al

a., 371 Ten

. - - - 2
Caste 809 - - - - 10
Number of Resident Consanguineous Kin 809 2.97  3.30 2 0 19 -
Years of Education 809 5.02  4.98 5 0 15 -
Ever Committee Member 809 60 Yes, 749 No - - - 2
Weighted Public Ritual Tally 809 7.06  5.32 6 0 37 -
Weighted Mariyamman

Festival Tally 255 2.66  6.01 0 0 28 -
Regular Worship 809 259 Yes, 550 No - - - 2
Possession 809 43 Yes, 766 No - - - 2
Table 1: Descriptive statistics of the model variables
any particular reputational quality, many individuals are not named, while280
a few individuals are named many times. To account for this skew, I use a281
hurdle model (Cameron and Trivedi, 2013; Mullahy, 1986), which species282
two components: a binomial model predicting if a response will be zero or283
greater than zero, and a truncated count component (here, with a negative284
binomial distribution) predicting the magnitude of positive responses. All285
analyses are done in R (R Core Team, 2014) using the hurdle function in the286
pscl package (Jackman, 2014; Zeileis et al., 2008).287
I nd that the measures of religiosity are often signicantly and sizably288
correlated with the reputational characteristics (Table 2 and Figures A.5 and289
A.6, full stepwise model results in Tables A.12 to A.19 in the Supplementary290
Materials).291
Regular weekly worship increases the likelihood that a person will be292
nominated for every reputational quality, except for being strong. For those293
nominated at least once, regular worship further increases the expected num-294
ber of nominations for being seen as devout, generous, giving good advice,295
and having good character.296
The weighted tally of public ritual acts is correlated with increased odds of297
being nominated for every quality, save being seen as inuential and having298
good character. Among those nominated as being devout or giving good299
advice, a higher weighted tally further increases the expected number of300
nominations.301
Possession increases the odds of being nominated as devout, and decreases302
the odds of being nominated as hardworking. For those nominated as being303
devout and having ritual knowledge, getting possessed is correlated with304
increased nominations. Those nominated as being inuential are expected305
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to be nominated fewer times if they get possessed.306
While regular worship and possession are both dichotomous variables,307
recall that the weighted tally of public ritual action is not; so, for example, an308
individual would need a weighted tally of 8 (roughly equivalent to a dramatic309
ritual act and a simple act) to get the same odds of being nominated for being310
devout as he/she would get for worshipping regularly.311
Zero Count
Regular Worship Possession Weighted Public Ritual Regular Worship Possession Weighted Public Ritual
Hardworking 0:697  1:155 0:136 0:132 0:215 0:012
Generous 0:606  0:478 0:043 0:482 0:541 0:012
Gives Good Advice 0:908  0:620 0:040 0:792 0:196 0:051
Inuential 0:851 0:236 0:025 0:469  2:762 0:090
Has Good Character 0:634 0:526 0:025 0:470 0:104 0:021
Devout 0:721 2:208 0:086 1:409 1:842 0:067
Strong 0:359 0:090 0:064  0:167 0:534  0:008
Has Ritual Knowledge 0:939 0:278 0:054 0:611 1:279 0:042
p < 0:001, p < 0:01, p < 0:05
Table 2: Estimates for the religiosity terms from the hurdle models predicting each rep-
utation tally. Note that each reputation tally is tted independently; these are separate
models with distinct outcome variables. Full model results (with covariates) in supple-
mentary materials.
We can calculate the predicted increases in reputational nominations for312
each quality, given dierent degrees of religious involvement (Figure 1).6 For313
example, an older Tevar woman who does no religious practice is predicted314
to be named twice as hardworking, once as generous, and once as having315
good character. If she worships regularly and undertakes two dramatic pub-316
lic ritual acts, she is expected to receive one additional nomination each317
for being generous, giving good advice, having good character, and being318
knowledgeable about rituals, along with two additional nominations for be-319
ing hardworking and for being devout. If she gets possessed, she will be320
named one less time as hardworking and twice more as being devout. If321
she gets possessed, worships regularly, and undertakes three dramatic public322
ritual acts, she is expected to be named as devout by upwards of 20 people.323
6The full specications used here are: a 42 year-old woman of the Tevar caste from
Ten

pat.t.i, with average education (5 years) and average number of resident consanguineous
kin (3), who has never been a committee member.
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Figure 1: The number of nominations an older Hindu woman of the Tevar caste is predicted
to receive for each reputational quality, given dierent levels of religious involvement. The
points (starting from the left) show the predicted number of nominations if (1) she does
no religious practice whatsoever, (2) she worships regularly, (3) she gets possessed, (4)
she worships regularly and gets possessed. Lines radiating out from these points show the
additional predicted nominations if she does additional public ritual practice. Recall that
in the weighting system used here, a small ritual act is given a weight of 2, while a highly
dicult, painful, and monetarily costly act is given a weight of 6. A weighted tally of 12
could be two dramatic acts, or a series of smaller acts.
3.2. Prediction 2: Short-Term Religiosity and Reputation324
While these models show consistent and signicant correlations between325
religious involvement and various reputational qualities, they cannot be read326
as causal relationships. The Ten

pat.t.i Mariyamman
festival provides a unique327
opportunity to evaluate if there is any direct and immediate impact of reli-328
gious practice on reputation. Of the 255 adult Hindu residents of Ten

pat.t.i,329
61 undertook some ritual act in the festival in 2013. The record of each330
participant's acts is again transformed to a weighted measure that accounts331
for the greater diculty and monetary cost of some acts. In the days im-332
mediately following the festival, I conducted the same reputational survey333
with a stratied random sample of 50 Ten

pat.t.i residents. The reputational334
standing of the Hindu residents from before the festival can be compared to335
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their standing after the festival, to see if there is any change in recognition336
in light of festival participation.337
Estimate R2 Adjusted R2
Hardworking 0:017 0:143 0:097
Generous 0:012 0:200 0:157
Gives Good Advice 0:017 0:082 0:032
Inuential  0:011 0:049  0:002
Has Good Character 0:017 0:175 0:131
Devout 0:028y 0:049  0:002
Strong 0:027 0:158 0:113
Has Ritual Knowledge 0:015 0:176 0:132
p < 0:001, p < 0:01, p < 0:05, yp < 0:10
Table 3: Estimates for the weighted tally of festival participation from the linear regression
models predicting the normalized percent change in recognition for each reputation quality.
Note that each reputational quality is tted independently; these are separate models. Full
model results (with covariates) in Tables A.20 to A.27.
I construct linear regressions for each reputational quality with the change338
in the percent of nominations received from before to after the festival as the339
outcome variable.7 I include the same covariates that are used to test Predic-340
tion 1. The regressions show that the weighted tally of festival participation341
is signicantly positively correlated with an increase in recognition as be-342
ing physically strong, having a good work ethic, and being devout (Table343
3). A person who undertakes two dramatic acts at the festival is predicted344
to receive an additional 0.3% of the total number of nominations for being345
physically strong (which translates to about one additional nomination), as346
well as for being hardworking (the equivalent of about two additional nom-347
inations). The change in a person's reputation for being devout shows the348
greatest increase with greater festival involvement (Figure 2).8349
7I use the percent of all nominations received rather than the raw number of nomi-
nations or the percent of people nominating someone, because the probability of being
nominated in the two surveys diers (see Table A.10).
8Even though it has a large coecient for the weighted tally of festival participation,
it is worth noting that the R2 value for the full model predicting change in nominations
for being devout is the lowest of all of the models. This is largely due to the fact that
the other covariates are almost all non-signicant (see Table A.25 in the Supplementary
Materials). The model with the lowest AIC is a model including only the weighted festival
tally.
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Figure 2: The change in the percent of nominations an older Hindu woman of the Tevar
caste is predicted to receive for each reputational quality, given dierent levels of partici-
pation in the Ten

pat.t.i Mariyamman
festival.
3.3. Prior Knowledge of Religiosity350
These relatively weak short-term relationships are likely due to the fact351
that people who participate actively in the festival also undertake other352
religious acts over the course of the year.9 There is a strong correlation353
between the weighted tally of Mariyamman

festival participation and the354
long-term weighted tally of religious acts (the Pearson's product-moment355
correlation is 0.29, p < 0:0001). Those who worship regularly similarly have356
a higher mean festival weighted tally (those who do not worship regularly357
have a mean of 1.06, whereas those who do have a mean weighted tally of358
3:10; t =  3:86; p = 0:0002). The festival acts, then, are one among many359
observable demonstrations of religiosity. The dramatic acts undertaken at360
the Mariyamman

festival are not viewed in isolation; rather, they are one361
9Only ve of the 61 festival participants are recorded as having done no other public
ritual acts in the previous year, and this is almost certainly due to the inability of the
household survey to capture all religious practice.
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single new data point added to a long list of prior observations on an indi-362
vidual. Consequently, these acts should result in only relatively minor shifts363
in people's perceptions. Put another way, the villagers of Ten

pat.t.i likely have364
quite good priors about their peers and so need to do only relatively minor365
updating (Bernardo and Smith, 1994; Laplace, 1986; Sutton and Barto, 1998;366
Tenenbaum et al., 2011).367
Under 40 (N = 103) 40 and Over (N = 149)
Estimate R2 Adjusted R2 Estimate R2 Adjusted R2
Hardworking 0:021 0:319 0:236 0:013 0:098 0:026
Generous 0:013 0:281 0:194 0:011 0:198 0:133
Gives Good Advice 0:023 0:166 0:065 0:005 0:088 0:015
Inuential  0:004 0:205 0:109  0:033 0:090 0:017
Has Good Character 0:028 0:200 0:103 0:003 0:258 0:198
Devout 0:045y 0:082  0:030 0:007 0:152 0:084
Strong 0:049 0:141 0:038 0:007 0:242 0:181
Has Ritual Knowledge  0:003 0:124 0:018 0:040 0:240 0:179
p < 0:001, p < 0:01, p < 0:05, yp < 0:10
Table 4: Estimates for the weighted tally of festival participation from the linear regression
models predicting the normalized percent change in recognition for each reputation quality.
Note that each reputational quality is tted independently; these are separate models.
Divided into those over and under 40. Full model results (with covariates) in Tables A.28
and A.29.
The role of prior knowledge in shaping the reputational impact of the368
Mariyamman

festival acts can be investigated further. Villagers should have369
particularly good prior knowledge of older individuals, as they will simply370
have had more time to observe them. Similarly, villagers should know rel-371
atively less of younger individuals, who are still establishing themselves in372
the village. Consequently, Mariyamman

festival acts should result in more373
substantial updating for younger people than older, as the information value374
is greater. As a test of this, I divide the sample of the 255 adult Hindu375
residents of Ten

pat.t.i into those under the age of forty and those forty or376
older, roughly dividing the population into two.10 I then run the same lin-377
10There is no signicant dierence in the level of festival participation between the two
age groups for those who partake in the festival. The mean weighted festival tally for those
under forty is 8.25, while it is 8 for those over forty (t =  0:21; p = 0:8312). However, a
greater percentage of younger individuals partake in the festival (27% of those under forty
versus 19% of those over forty). The greater rate of participation of younger individuals
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ear regression models (removing the age variables), and compare the results378
for the younger and older populations. As the results in Table 4 show, the379
weighted tally of festival participation only has a signicant eect on rep-380
utational change for the Hindu residents under forty; festival participation381
does not signicantly alter any reputational quality for those over forty. For382
younger individuals, greater and costlier festival participation signicantly383
increases the percent of nominations a person receives for being hardwork-384
ing, giving good advice, having good character, and being physically strong.385
While the eect of costlier festival participation is still small, it is relatively386
greater for those individuals about whom villagers have less information, and387
so for whom these acts are more informative.388
4. Discussion389
These results suggest that the villagers of Ten

pat.t.i and Al
akapuram are390
indeed using the religious practice of their peers to discern something about391
their underlying character and beliefs. The long-term association between an392
individual's religious practice over the course of a year and her reputational393
standing suggests that villagers are attuned to those behaviors and shape394
their perception of a person in light of them. The more immediate shifts in395
reputation seen in the aftermath of the Mariyamman

festival also suggest that396
villagers are continually evaluating one another and revising their opinions397
in response to the information encoded in these new signals.398
That villagers are using a person's religious practice to impute something399
about their character and intentions is suggested by more than just these400
data: villagers themselves say as much. Tamils perceive themselves as having401
a relatively permanent nature (kun. am, also sometimes translated as charac-402
ter), alterable somewhat through concerted eort (karmam) (Daniel, 1984).403
The qualities associated with \good character" (nalla kun. am) largely revolve404
around the articulation of the individual within the larger social group: a405
\good person" (nallavar) should be generous, trustworthy, honorable and406
modest, avoiding selsh advancement at the cost of others (Mines, 1994).407
One's kun. am is something that must be constantly worked upon, both by408
striving to restrain basal desires and resist vices and also by cultivating one's409
may reect a greater perceived benet for younger individuals, perhaps suggesting that
sexual selection plays a role here.
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more virtuous qualities (Pandian, 2009; Pandian and Ali, 2010). This striv-410
ing towards goodness often happens in the religious sphere, as people make411
vows in the hopes of bettering themselves and their position, thereby mak-412
ing religious practice especially informative of a person's kun. am. Fullling a413
vow is taken as evidence of the divine's intervention in one's lot and the suc-414
cessful overcoming of some diculty. Villagers are therefore close observers415
of these acts, looking for even minute hints|such as how slowly a person416
strides across the bed of hot coals or how quickly the wound left by a spear417
heals|that can be revealing of a person's kun. am and divine favor (or dis-418
favor). As Kapadia's (1995, pg. 143) interlocutors described it, \genuine419
devotion shines through."420
4.1. The Signal Value of Religious Practice421
What is it, exactly, that villagers are discerning about a person's kun. am422
from her religious practice? The data presented here suggest that villagers423
most clearly associate bhakthi, the ardent love of the divine, with religious424
practice. Worshipping regularly, undertaking more and costlier public ritual425
acts, and getting possessed are all correlated with increased nominations for426
being devout. In the short term, undertaking more dramatic acts in the427
Mariyamman

festival also leads to an immediate, if small, increase in recog-428
nition for being seen as devout. The related quality of being knowledgeable429
in ritual form is also strongly associated with both regular worship and ritual430
action.431
While it is perhaps not surprising that those who perform more religious432
action are seen as more religious, it is somewhat more so that other character433
traits are also imputed into those who invest more in the religious life of the434
village. The particular traits that are ascribed to a person depend on the435
religious modality being undertaken. A reputation for physical strength, for436
example, is exclusively associated with greater and costlier (and more physi-437
cally demanding) public ritual acts, both in the short and long term. Regular438
worship and public ritual acts are both correlated with increasing recognition439
for having a good work ethic and for giving good advice. Regular worship440
is more strongly associated with a reputation for having good character and441
being generous. Only a reputation for being inuential is essentially unin-442
uenced by religious practice (while there is a signicant correlation with443
regular worship, its eect size is extremely minimal).444
Compared to the other two types of religious practice, possession is some-445
thing of an anomaly. Beyond marking someone as devout, it has a negligible446
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or negative correlation with other reputational qualities. This seems to im-447
ply that villagers are gleaning less information from a person's possession.448
This may largely be due to the fact that when someone is possessed, the449
relevant signaler is the deity, not the person acting as a temporary vessel for450
that deity (Cohen and Barrett, 2008a,b). While the opening up of a person451
to possession reveals her to be an ardent believer with great devotion, all452
other insight to be gained from possession is presumably ascribed to another453
agent entirely. Given this, possession is not likely to be a useful signal of454
underlying quality. Much anthropological work on possession highlights how455
it can provide an important opportunity for making claims to moral worth,456
especially for those who may otherwise not be able to voice such sentiments457
(e.g. Lambek, 1981; Lewis, 1971; Masquelier, 2001; Obeyesekere, 1981). In458
keeping with this, possession in Tamil Nadu is generally associated with low459
caste, low class, women (Kapadia, 1995). Despite controlling for these fac-460
tors in the analyses presented above, the strong cultural association between461
possession and socially marginal individuals may further dampen any poten-462
tial for a positive association between possession and esteemed reputational463
qualities.464
The results presented here draw particular attention to the signal value465
of regular worship. While dramatic ritual acts may draw the biggest crowds466
(whether of local onlookers or of research scientists), it is often the subtle467
act of regular worship that draws the biggest reputational benets. Regular468
worship is more strongly associated with many of the reputational qualities469
than the weighted tally of ritual acts, particularly the qualities of generosity470
and good character, the two most clearly prosocial qualities under study471
here. The generally stronger eect of regular worship can be attributed to472
the accumulation of many months and even years worth of demonstrations473
of religious commitment. This consistent reminder of a person's religiosity474
appears to oer more convincing evidence of a person's prosociality than475
sporadic, often one-o dramatic ritual acts.476
In sum, people who worship regularly and undertake greater and costlier477
ritual acts are not only seen as more devout, but are also associated with478
a suite of traits that are prosocial, other-focused, and morally grounded.479
They are more likely to be seen as having a good work ethic, giving good480
advice, being generous, and having good character. Each of these qualities is481
certainly an aspect of the good kun. am that villagers are striving toward. All482
entail a deep understanding and acceptance of the community's moral dicta,483
a commitment to helping others, and a more general focus on the needs and484
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desires of others.11 Importantly, this suite of characteristics does not always485
appear in one person. In fact, these traits are often not highly correlated with486
each other (see Table A.11 in the Supplementary Materials). More tellingly,487
most of the reputational qualities are particularly weakly correlated with488
the reputation for being devout. This suggests that a reputation for being489
devout is not mediating all of the other associations; rather, people who490
worship regularly and undertake greater and costlier religious acts are seen491
as being deeply committed to their deities, and additionally (but separately492
from that) as having some combination of these other prosocial qualities.493
The results reported here extend experimental work showing that reli-494
gious individuals are often perceived as more trustworthy (Hall et al., 2015;495
McCullough et al., 2015; Purzycki and Arakchaa, 2013; Rue and Sosis,496
2010; Tan and Vogel, 2008; Widman et al., 2009). Here, I have drawn on497
quantitative ethnographic evidence to show that reputational evaluations of498
one's peers are shaped, in part, by the religious practice they undertake. Im-499
portantly, these evaluations are being made not only be people of one's own500
religious community, but by all villagers, whether Hindu, Catholic, Protes-501
tant, or atheist (cf. Hall et al., 2015). In conjunction with the work directly502
measuring the cooperativeness of religious individuals (Power, 2015; Rue503
and Sosis, 2006; Soler, 2012; Sosis and Rue, 2003; Xygalatas et al., 2013),504
these ndings suggest that religious practice can be an honest signal convey-505
ing the religious commitment and prosocial intent of the signaler.506
11The contrast between advice-giving and inuence is informative. While being in-
uential and giving good advice both entail guiding and directing people, commanding
attention, and being deferred to, they are distinct in one notable way. Imparting sound
advice requires knowledge of and adherence to the moral values of the group, as well
impartially and the ability to rise above the petty factionalism of village politics. Being
inuential, in contrast, captures a type of political dominance and coalitional calculation
that can run contrary to such values. Elected ocials and local leaders (periyavarkal., \big
men"), for example, are often seen as cunning political players looking for opportunities
to advance themselves and their constituents (and, sometimes, to ll their pockets with
bribes and graft). Appropriately, then, people who worship and perform rituals that in-
herently entail an acknowledgement and acceptance of the moral dicta of the religion and
the group (Rappaport, 1994, 1999) are more likely to be seen as good advice-givers, but
not as inuential.
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4.2. Multimodal and Multiplex Signals507
The signaling theory of religion generally contends that individuals signal508
their adherence to cooperative norms and their commitment to the tenets of509
the religious community through costly and therefore honest ritual acts (Al-510
corta and Sosis, 2005; Atran and Norenzayan, 2004; Bulbulia, 2004; Bulbulia511
and Sosis, 2011; Henrich, 2009; Irons, 2001; Sosis and Alcorta, 2003). With512
this study, I have found clear evidence in support of these claims. However,513
this study also reveals that this is a much more complex signaling system514
than is often portrayed. Rather than a single clear signal of religious com-515
mitment, the villagers of Ten

pat.t.i and Al
akapuram are attending to multiple516
modes of religiosity, which are dened by distinct sets of costs, and which517
simultaneously convey multiple messages of signaler quality and intent.518
The three types of religious signals reported here are not equivalent dis-519
plays, as each entails a unique form of action and each places distinct burdens520
on the individual. Possession is typically a spontaneous, frenetic, and short-521
lived display of fervent devotion. Public rituals comprise a wide range of522
acts, from making a small oering at a nearby temple, to carrying a scalding523
repot in a procession. More dramatic public ritual acts can require a long524
period of fasting and abstention, entail nontrivial monetary costs, involve525
enduring serious pain, and risk bodily harm. In comparison, worshipping at526
a church or temple may seem to be a rather trivial commitment of time, but527
the cumulative investment over the course of months and years is substantial.528
When evaluating these forms of religious display, villagers use distinct529
metrics and take into account the varying contexts in which these acts take530
place. While possession is generally seen as a visceral demonstration of devo-531
tion, some people (mainly Christians) doubt that possession actually occurs,532
while others who do believe may be unsure of who, exactly, is doing the533
possessing. People attempt to assess the veracity of possession largely by534
attending to cues of emotional intensity (cf. Frank, 1988). Public ritual acts535
are typically evaluated not by their emotional correlates, but by the myriad536
costs entailed in carrying them out (monetary, physical, opportunity), partic-537
ularly the long period of fasting that precedes the ritual. However, such costs538
are not seen as necessarily guaranteeing the character of the actor. Villagers539
recognize that dramatic acts can help to build one's reputation and renown540
(perumai); if rituals are seen as being done in order to get that return, those541
same acts will be viewed as evidence not of growing perumai, but of tarperu-542
mai { self-pride and boastfulness (cf. Barclay and Willer, 2007; Bliege Bird543
and Power, 2015; Lee, 1969). Regular worship does not entail the fervor of544
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possession or the costs and risks of dramatic rituals. It does, though, entail a545
consistent investment of time, during which attendees can be easily observed546
by their peers. The fact that regular worship is not eye-catching and crowd-547
drawing (as possession and ritual are) actually serves as its guarantor. That548
people continue to worship week upon month upon year, despite its relative549
subtlety as a signal, makes regular worship a seemingly unassailable marker550
of devotion (and, as the results presented here show, prosociality).12 It is not551
only the explicit costs entailed in carrying out a signal that serve as markers552
of honesty; a wide range of factors is brought to bear when evaluating any553
potential signal.554
Ten

pat.t.i Al
akapuram
Total
Hindu Catholic Hindu Catholic Protestant Evangelical
None 42 19 74 0 9 0 144
Worship Only 8 9   1 1 0 19
Possession Only 0   0       0
Public Ritual Only 97 12 269 4 2 0 384
Worship & Public Ritual 82 76 0 5 48 8 219
Possession & Public Ritual 5 0 17       22
All 21           21
Table 5: Number of residents undertaking each combination of religious modalities, by
village and religious denomination. There is no regular worship at a temple in Al

akapuram.
Christians in these villages do not become possessed.
While I have largely contrasted the various types of religiosity here, it is555
important to note that they are often done in conjunction with one another.556
Many people (32% of villagers) perform multiple modes of religious action557
(Table 5). These actors can be seen as giving \multicomponent" or \multi-558
modal" signals (Higham and Hebets, 2013; Partan and Marler, 1999, 2005).559
By combining signals across a variety of channels and sensory modalities, sig-560
nalers can increase message delity and robustness to ensure that the signal561
is reliably conveyed (Ay et al., 2007; Rowe, 1999). The villagers' skepticism562
surrounding some people's motivations for carrying out dramatic, ashy rit-563
ual acts, for example, can be allayed when other religious action (such as564
regular worship) is also carried out, reinforcing each individual signal.565
Each of these religious modalities is also multiplex, conveying information566
12Tellingly, the person to receive by far the most nominations for being devout is the
woman who gets up before most people are awake each morning to clean the Mariyamman

temple. 179 people named her as being devout, a full 50% of the villagers of Ten

pat.t.i.
The next most nominated person in Ten

pat.t.i received exactly 100 fewer nominations.
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about numerous character traits. Religious practice is not simply revealing567
of a singular quality (say, devotion), but rather is used to glean insights into568
multiple aspects of a person's character (their devotion, as well as their work569
ethic, generosity, etc.). And, each particular religious mode is associated570
with a distinct set of underlying qualities. Villagers are discerning dierent571
information from a person's dramatic public ritual act than from her regu-572
lar worship, for example. Furthermore, as individuals may be attending to573
dierent aspects of that multiplex signal, we can see them as \pluripotent"574
(Hebets et al., 2016). The unmarried woman might be most impressed by a575
spear-taker's feat of strength, for example, while her parents may simultane-576
ously be happily noting his clear dedication to the goddess and the village.577
When attempting to discern something about the kun. am of their peers, then,578
villagers draw upon a complex set of signals|some dramatic, some subtle|579
that collectively convey information across a wide set of character traits.580
Of course, these multimodal and multiplex signals are being carried out581
not just across the year for which I have observational data, but for much582
longer periods of time. The residents of Ten

pat.t.i and Al
akapuram know583
each other well. Across the years, they will have witnessed innumerable584
signals|religious or otherwise|with which to formulate a rich assessment585
of one another. Not surprisingly, then, the relationships reported here are586
stronger for the long-term aggregate measures of religious participation than587
for the isolated acts carried out in the Mariyamman

festival. The measure of588
year-long religious practice gives a better approximation of the cumulative589
information villagers have to draw upon when forming their opinion of their590
peers. The fact that more weight appears to be given to the festival acts591
of younger compared to older people provides further evidence that each592
signal is viewed not in isolation, but in conjunction with prior beliefs formed593
from the observation of past signals. For those about whom villagers already594
have ample information, further religious signals will do little to alter their595
perceptions; for those who are relatively less well known, each additional596
signal can be more informative and lead to more substantial updating of597
perceptions.598
This image of a more complex religious signaling system than might typ-599
ically be presented in the signaling theory of religion (and characterizations600
of it) is in keeping with recent renements and extensions of signaling the-601
ory in behavioral ecology (e.g. Hebets and Papaj, 2005; McGregor, 2005;602
Searcy and Nowicki, 2005). Such advancements demonstrate that while the603
signaling theory of religion is often represented as being focused exclusively604
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on costly, extreme acts, it certainly is not and need not be limited to this.605
Related models, such as Henrich's (2009) \credibility enhancing displays" ac-606
cord well with this broader signaling framework (and additionally highlight607
the importance of learning biases and cultural evolution to religious sys-608
tems). This attempt and other such eorts (e.g. Atran and Henrich, 2010;609
Norenzayan et al., 2016) to integrate and better specify the broad eld of610
evolutionary explanations of religion are valuable eorts to reconcile ndings611
from cognitive science, evolutionary psychology, human behavioral ecology,612
cultural evolution, and economics to arrive at a more complete understand-613
ing of religion. The ndings presented here add new empirical fodder to this614
rich and dynamic eld.615
5. Conclusions616
People bring a large amount of information to bear when discerning some-617
one's character. This includes not only their religious practice, but also other618
important aspects of their day-to-day lives and interactions. There too, re-619
search suggests that people draw upon multiple inputs to determine multiple620
aspects of a person's reputation and social status (von Rueden et al., 2008).621
Here, I have focused on one small corner of people's actions and established622
what villagers perceive from them.623
The villagers of Ten

pat.t.i and Al
akapuram appear to be using the religious624
practice of their peers to discern something about their religious commitment625
and prosocial intent. Dierent types of religious action|each with its own626
set of costs and risks, and its own level of observability|are associated with627
distinct constellations of reputational qualities. It is not only the dramatic628
acts of rewalking or possession that are attended to, but also the relatively629
more subtle act of regular worship. In fact, the results presented here show630
that regular worship is often associated with greater recognition. Had this631
study focused exclusively on the obvious, eye-catching acts with their clear632
costs, the religious signaling system would have been misconstrued. This633
highlights the value of observing (as the villagers do) the full signaling system,634
noting the additive, multimodal signals and their multiplex messages.635
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Appendix A. Supplementary Materials
Al

akapuram Ten

pat.t.i
Households Residents Adults Households Residents Adults
Caste (jati)
Acari 0 0 0 13 42 27
Aruntatiyar 4 11 6 7 17 14
Hindu Yatavar 19 60 44 12 39 30
Kulalar 11 51 32 2 7 5
Pal.l.ar 111 353 240 39 125 81
Par

aiyar 30 92 60 0 0 0
RC Vel.l.al.ar 5 10 9 0 0 0
RC Yatavar 0 0 0 48 168 116
Tevar
Akamut.aiyar 2 5 5 35 111 81
Kal.l.ar 0 0 0 6 19 13
Mar

avar 11 42 25 0 0 0
Rare
Hindu Vel.l.al.ar 1 4 4 1 3 1
Il.avar 1 3 2 0 0 0
Jan

an

1 3 3 0 0 0
Nat.ar 1 2 1 0 0 0
Nayakkar 0 0 0 1 4 3
Pan. t.aram 1 3 3 0 0 0
Pil.l.amar 3 4 4 0 0 0
Religion
Hindu 166 533 361 116 367 255
Roman Catholic (RC) 5 10 9 48 168 116
Protestant (CSI) 30 92 60 0 0 0
Evangelical 0 8 8 0 0 0
Total 201 643 438 164 535 371
Table A.6: The number of households, residents, and adult residents of Al

akapuram and
Ten

pat.t.i broken down by caste and religious denomination. Scheduled Castes include
Aruntatiyar, Pal.l.ar, and Par
aiyar; all other castes are Backward Castes. The Akamut.aiyar,
Mar

avar, and Kal.l.ar castes are the three branches of the Tevar community. Protestants
(Church of South India) here are of the Par

aiyar caste, Roman Catholics (RC) here are
either Vel.l.al.ars or Yatavars.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8 9 10 11 12 13 14
15 16 17 18 19 20 21
Figure A.3: Cards representing religious acts undertaken by villagers, used to establish
the relative costliness (in terms of monetary expense, diculty, and pain) of each.
Diculty Pain Cost
No. of negative competencies 0 0 0
Largest eigenvalue 21.658 24.924 17.897
2nd largest eigenvalue 2.073 2.827 3.013
Ratio of largest to next 10.446 8.817 5.940
Table A.7: Summary of the consensus analyses conducted in UCINET.
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Figure A.4: Histogram of the number of people nominated by each respondent (left), and
histogram of the number of nominations each villager received (right).
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Diculty Pain Cost
Break coconut (te _nkay ut.aittal) [3] Low Low Low
Oer devotees yogurt drink (mor) [10] Low Low Low
Light dough oil lamps (mavilakku) [8] Low Low Low
Tonsure (mot.t.ai at.ittal) [21] Low Low Low
Cock sacrice (ceval kol

i vet.t.utal) [5] Low Low Medium
Make oering (tpa aratan

ai) [6] Low Low Medium
Make sweet rice oering (po _nkal) [12] Low Low Medium
Goat sacrice (at.u vet.t.utal) [2] Low Low High
Carry sprouts in pot (mul.aippari) [9] Medium Medium Low
Possession (cami at.utal) [1] Medium Medium Low
Carry the god's essence (caktikarakam) [14] Medium Medium Low
Sugarcane cradle (karumpu tot.t.il) [4] Medium Medium Medium
Carry milkpot (palkut.am) [16] Medium Medium Medium
Walk on the bed of hot coals (pukkul

i) [18] High High Low
Prostrated circumambulation (urun. t.u) [11] High High Low
Carry repot (akkin

iccat.t.i) [7] High High Medium
Pilgrimage by foot (patayattirai) [20] High High High
Pierced by tongue spear (nakku vel) [17] High High High
Pierced by spear (vel) [15] High High High
Pierced by 101 spears (curiya kavat.i) [13] High High High
Hang from hooks (par

avai kavat.i) [19] High High High
Table A.8: Results of the consensus analysis. A \high" ranking was assigned a value of 3,
\medium" 2, and \low" 1. As Diculty and Pain are equivalent, they are counted jointly
in the ranking (so, e.g., the repot is given a weighted score of 5 (3 for diculty/pain +
2 for cost). The numbers next to each listing correspond to the card in Figure A.3.
Nominations by Individual Nominations of Individual
Mean  SD Median Min Max Mean  SD Median Min Max
Hardworking 4.96  3.57 4 0 25 4.18  5.57 2 0 40
Generous 2.85  2.53 2 0 20 2.22  4.89 1 0 86
Gives Good Advice 2.35  1.68 2 0 13 1.90  6.74 0 0 111
Inuential 2.59  1.75 2 0 17 1.97  12.23 0 0 201
Has Good Character 3.45  3.04 3 0 28 2.55  5.58 1 0 99
Devout 3.75  2.72 3 0 22 3.04  9.21 1 0 179
Strong 2.67  2.41 2 0 21 2.11  5.31 1 0 76
Has Ritual Knowledge 3.13  2.43 3 0 24 2.79  7.57 1 0 83
Degree 18.20  9.32 16,17 1 93 14.44  22.63 8 0 248
Tally 25.76  15.04 22 1 146 20.76  40.94 11 0 577
Table A.9: Descriptive statistics of nominations by villagers (left) and nominations of
villagers (right).
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N o mi n a ti o n s of I n di vi d u al B ef o r e N o mi n a ti o n s of I n di vi d u al Af t e r
M e a n ± S D M e di a n Mi n M a x  M e a n ± S D M e di a n Mi n  M a x
H ar d w or ki n g 3. 4 3 ± 4. 7 6 2 0 2 7 1. 2 6 ± 2. 1 3 0 0 1 1
G e n er o us 1. 5 2 ± 2. 3 3 1 0 2 3 0. 5 1 ± 1. 0 7 0 0 8
Gi v es G o o d A d vi c e 1. 4 2 ± 4. 6 9 0 0 5 5 0. 4 4 ± 1. 1 9 0 0 1 1
I n ﬂ u e nti al 1. 4 0 ± 8. 3 6 0 0 1 0 1 0. 3 1 ± 1. 5 7 0 0 1 9
H as G o o d C h ar a ct er 1. 8 3 ± 2. 9 0 1 0 2 2 0. 7 3 ± 1. 3 7 0 0 1 3
D e v o ut 3. 1 8 ± 1 3. 4 2 1 0 1 7 9 1. 1 1 ± 3. 2 3 0 0 3 1
Str o n g 1. 3 3 ± 2. 5 3 0 0 2 0 0. 5 7 ± 1. 2 5 0 0 7
H as Rit u al K n o wl e d g e 2. 7 9 ± 8. 6 3 0 0 8 3 0. 7 4 ± 2. 2 9 0 0 2 2
D e gr e e 1 2. 6 1 ± 2 1. 8 4 6 0 1 9 4 3. 9 1 ± 5. 1 2 0 0 3 3
T all y 1 6. 9 1 ± 3 2. 9 7 8 0 2 9 3 5. 6 7 ± 9. 0 5 3 0 7 0
T a bl e A. 1 0: N o mi n ati o n s of t h e 2 5 5 a d ult Hi n d u r e si d e nt s of Te n p atti b ef or e t h e f e s-
ti v al ( wit h 3 6 0 p e o pl e n o mi n ati n g) a n d i m m e di at el y aft er t h e f e sti v al ( wit h 5 0 p e o pl e
n o mi n ati n g).
H ar d. G e n. A d v. I n ﬂ. C h ar. D e v. Str. Rit. K.
H ar d w or ki n g N A
G e n er o us 0. 2 6 N A
Gi v es G o o d A d vi c e 0. 2 1 0. 8 1  N A
I n ﬂ u e nti al 0. 2 0 0. 6 9 0. 9 3  N A
H as G o o d C h ar a ct er 0. 2 7 0. 9 1 0. 8 0 0. 6 8  N A
D e v o ut 0. 1 1 0. 2 5 0. 1 6 0. 0 9 0. 2 9  N A
Str o n g 0. 4 9 0. 5 0 0. 5 8 0. 5 9 0. 5 0 0. 0 5  N A
H as Rit u al K n o wl e d g e 0. 2 3 0. 4 8 0. 6 4 0. 6 3 0. 4 4 0. 3 2 0. 3 4 N A
T a bl e A. 1 1: P a rti al c orr el ati o n s ( s h o wi n g P e ar s o n’ s r) b et w e e n t h e n o mi n ati o n s e a c h p er-
s o n r e c ei v e s f or t h e ei g ht r e p ut ati o n al q u aliti e s ( c o n d u ct e d i n R wit h t h e r c orr f u n cti o n).
All ar e si g ni ﬁ c a nt ( p < 0 .0 1), s a v e Str o n g * D e v o ut ( p = 0 .
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Fi g ur e A. 5: E ﬀ e ct- si z e e sti m at e s a n d 9 5 % c o n ﬁ d e n c e i nt er v al s of t h e z er o m o d el f or t h e
r eli gi o u s v ari a bl e s.
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Fi g ur e A. 6: E ﬀ e ct- si z e e sti m at e s a n d 9 5 % c o n ﬁ d e n c e i nt er v al s of t h e c o u nt m o d el f or t h e
r eli gi o u s v ari a bl e s.
3 6
Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6
Zero
(Intercept) 1:230  5:292  5:203  5:264  5:283  5:006
(0:084) (1:199) (1:212) (1:201) (1:248) (1:268)
Regular Worship (No = 0) 0:842 0:697
(0:287) (0:298)
Possession (No = 0)  0:155  1:155
(0:428) (0:480)
Weighted Public Ritual Tally 0:127 0:136
(0:026) (0:027)
Age (in decades) 2:990 2:695 2:990 2:300 1:995
(0:466) (0:478) (0:466) (0:495) (0:510)
Age2 (in decades)  0:036  0:034  0:036  0:029  0:026
(0:005) (0:005) (0:005) (0:005) (0:005)
Gender (Female = 0) 1:042 1:189 1:037 0:961 1:044
(0:235) (0:243) (0:236) (0:238) (0:247)
Number of Resident Consanguineous Kin 0:130 0:134 0:130 0:160 0:162
(0:041) (0:041) (0:041) (0:042) (0:043)
Years of Education  0:100  0:105  0:101  0:083  0:090
(0:031) (0:031) (0:031) (0:032) (0:032)
Ever Committee Member (No = 0) 1:392 1:264 1:422 1:179 1:246
(0:602) (0:601) (0:611) (0:607) (0:638)
Caste: Aruntatiyar  0:692  0:292  0:708  0:280  0:023
Caste: Hindu Yatavar 1:731 2:008 1:722 2:204 2:416
Caste: Kulalar 1:667 1:902 1:657 2:263 2:429
Caste: Pal.l.ar 1:304
 1:592 1:306 1:605 1:886
Caste: Par

aiyar 1:477 1:149 1:469 2:287 2:020
Caste: Rare  1:657  1:366  1:647  1:557  1:220
Caste: RC Vel.l.al.ar  0:049  0:145  0:056 0:546 0:472
Caste: RC Yatavar 0:843 0:780 0:825 1:362 1:245
Caste: Tevar 0:860 0:970 0:859 1:114 1:225
Village (Ten

pat.t.i = 0) 0:343 0:585
 0:332 0:340 0:471
(0:271) (0:281) (0:273) (0:283) (0:293)
Count
(Intercept) 1:328  1:886  1:914  1:948  1:973  2:008
(0:079) (0:650) (0:649) (0:650) (0:651) (0:650)
Regular Worship (No = 0) 0:162 0:132
(0:138) (0:138)
Possession (No = 0) 0:331 0:215
(0:205) (0:220)
Weighted Public Ritual Tally 0:017 0:012
(0:010) (0:010)
Age (in decades) 1:339 1:292 1:338 1:236 1:224
(0:241) (0:244) (0:241) (0:248) (0:251)
Age2 (in decades)  0:016  0:016  0:016  0:015  0:015
(0:003) (0:003) (0:003) (0:003) (0:003)
Gender (Female = 0) 0:505 0:533 0:526 0:505 0:542
(0:098) (0:101) (0:099) (0:098) (0:101)
Number of Resident Consanguineous Kin 0:054 0:053 0:056 0:058 0:057
(0:015) (0:015) (0:015) (0:015) (0:015)
Years of Education  0:038  0:037  0:036  0:035  0:034
(0:013) (0:013) (0:013) (0:013) (0:013)
Ever Committee Member (No = 0) 0:330 0:307 0:309 0:294 0:271
(0:163) (0:164) (0:163) (0:164) (0:164)
Caste: Aruntatiyar  0:698  0:612  0:656  0:562  0:502
Caste: Hindu Yatavar 0:346 0:395 0:367 0:477 0:492
Caste: Kulalar 0:653 0:692 0:672 0:787 0:792
Caste: Pal.l.ar 0:659
 0:707 0:651 0:772 0:773
Caste: Par

aiyar 0:224 0:123 0:239 0:433 0:302
Caste: Rare  1:539  1:496  1:604  1:433  1:469
Caste: RC Vel.l.al.ar  0:583  0:638  0:581  0:406  0:498
Caste: RC Yatavar 0:611 0:599 0:646 0:762 0:732
Caste: Tevar 0:497 0:513 0:486 0:599 0:577
Village (Ten

pat.t.i = 0) 0:076 0:141 0:103 0:075 0:144
(0:123) (0:134) (0:124) (0:123) (0:134)
log()  0:500 0:089 0:096 0:099 0:103 0:112
(0:157) (0:128) (0:127) (0:127) (0:127) (0:127)
AIC 4097:929 3807:504 3801:284 3808:623 3781:503 3777:375
Log Likelihood  2045:965  1868:752  1863:642  1867:311  1853:752  1847:688
p < 0:001, p < 0:01, p < 0:05
Table A.12: Stepwise model results (showing coecient estimates and standard errors)
predicting the number of nominations as being hardworking.
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Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6
Zero
(Intercept) 0:742  3:584  3:504  3:564  3:557  3:382
(0:075) (1:012) (1:016) (1:014) (1:021) (1:028)
Regular Worship (No = 0) 0:645 0:606
(0:240) (0:243)
Possession (No = 0)  0:091  0:478
(0:358) (0:385)
Weighted Public Ritual Tally 0:041 0:043
(0:018) (0:020)
Age (in decades) 1:651 1:416 1:650 1:396 1:156
(0:387) (0:398) (0:387) (0:406) (0:416)
Age2 (in decades)  0:019  0:017  0:019  0:016  0:014
(0:004) (0:004) (0:004) (0:004) (0:004)
Gender (Female = 0) 0:258 0:354 0:254 0:230 0:299
(0:181) (0:186) (0:182) (0:182) (0:188)
Number of Resident Consanguineous Kin 0:097 0:097 0:097 0:106 0:104
(0:030) (0:030) (0:030) (0:031) (0:031)
Years of Education 0:058 0:057 0:057 0:064 0:062
(0:025) (0:025) (0:025) (0:025) (0:025)
Ever Committee Member (No = 0) 0:902 0:815 0:916 0:797 0:776
(0:419) (0:421) (0:423) (0:422) (0:426)
Caste: Aruntatiyar  0:869  0:581  0:879  0:699  0:467
Caste: Hindu Yatavar 1:116 1:298 1:111 1:252 1:408
Caste: Kulalar 0:520 0:649 0:513 0:691 0:787
Caste: Pal.l.ar 0:256 0:444 0:256 0:347 0:532
Caste: Par

aiyar 0:587 0:248 0:581 0:890 0:558
Caste: Rare  0:374  0:188  0:373  0:272  0:078
Caste: RC Vel.l.al.ar  0:192  0:327  0:196 0:028  0:107
Caste: RC Yatavar 0:400 0:329 0:390 0:592 0:486
Caste: Tevar 0:624 0:691 0:623 0:721 0:787
Village (Ten

pat.t.i = 0) 0:333 0:546
 0:327 0:329 0:497
(0:215) (0:228) (0:216) (0:216) (0:231)
Count
(Intercept)  7:524  4:041  4:022  4:220  3:968  4:124
(46:915) (0:824) (0:819) (0:829) (0:823) (0:824)
Regular Worship (No = 0) 0:521 0:482
(0:193) (0:192)
Possession (No = 0) 0:673 0:541
(0:284) (0:293)
Weighted Public Ritual Tally 0:022 0:012
(0:014) (0:015)
Age (in decades) 1:600 1:419 1:606 1:441 1:354
(0:305) (0:309) (0:304) (0:320) (0:325)
Age2 (in decades)  0:017  0:015  0:017  0:015  0:014
(0:003) (0:003) (0:003) (0:003) (0:004)
Gender (Female = 0) 0:001 0:101 0:034 0:006 0:123
(0:139) (0:143) (0:140) (0:139) (0:143)
Number of Resident Consanguineous Kin 0:038 0:038 0:041 0:041 0:042
(0:019) (0:019) (0:019) (0:019) (0:018)
Years of Education 0:062 0:062 0:066 0:065 0:067
(0:017) (0:017) (0:017) (0:017) (0:017)
Ever Committee Member (No = 0) 1:290 1:220 1:280 1:266 1:202
(0:210) (0:208) (0:209) (0:210) (0:207)
Caste: Aruntatiyar 0:121 0:435 0:204 0:233 0:537
Caste: Hindu Yatavar 0:224 0:339 0:274 0:268 0:396
Caste: Kulalar 0:053 0:140 0:128 0:109 0:224
Caste: Pal.l.ar  0:087 0:036  0:065  0:024 0:078
Caste: Par

aiyar  0:072  0:403  0:010 0:118  0:225
Caste: Rare  1:363  1:299  1:391  1:298  1:292
Caste: RC Vel.l.al.ar 1:760
 1:429 1:753 1:926 1:540
Caste: RC Yatavar 0:615 0:581 0:708 0:712 0:710
Caste: Tevar 0:161 0:159 0:130 0:189 0:152
Village (Ten

pat.t.i = 0) 0:544
 0:784 0:600 0:523 0:797
(0:193) (0:210) (0:194) (0:193) (0:211)
log()  9:427  0:316  0:265  0:299  0:303  0:243
(46:921) (0:222) (0:218) (0:219) (0:221) (0:214)
AIC 3145:012 2951:596 2940:960 2949:495 2947:804 2937:930
Log Likelihood  1569:506  1440:798  1433:480  1437:748  1436:902  1427:965
p < 0:001, p < 0:01, p < 0:05
Table A.13: Stepwise model results (showing coecient estimates and standard errors)
predicting the number of nominations as being generous.
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Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6
Zero
(Intercept)  0:106  7:681  7:726  7:642  7:725  7:642
(0:070) (1:033) (1:047) (1:036) (1:044) (1:058)
Regular Worship (No = 0) 0:924 0:908
(0:238) (0:242)
Possession (No = 0)  0:181  0:620
(0:364) (0:387)
Weighted Public Ritual Tally 0:039 0:040
(0:017) (0:018)
Age (in decades) 2:854 2:573 2:850 2:640 2:343
(0:389) (0:397) (0:389) (0:402) (0:410)
Age2 (in decades)  0:027  0:025  0:027  0:025  0:022
(0:004) (0:004) (0:004) (0:004) (0:004)
Gender (Female = 0) 0:063 0:199 0:055 0:042 0:147
(0:170) (0:176) (0:171) (0:171) (0:178)
Number of Resident Consanguineous Kin 0:116 0:117 0:116 0:125 0:123
(0:027) (0:028) (0:027) (0:028) (0:028)
Years of Education 0:089 0:091 0:088 0:095 0:094
(0:024) (0:024) (0:024) (0:024) (0:024)
Ever Committee Member (No = 0) 1:619 1:508 1:649 1:516 1:503
(0:437) (0:442) (0:442) (0:436) (0:447)
Caste: Aruntatiyar  1:456  1:090  1:473  1:311  0:991
Caste: Hindu Yatavar 0:060 0:300 0:053 0:174 0:400
Caste: Kulalar 0:473 0:640 0:462 0:632 0:777
Caste: Pal.l.ar  0:081 0:157  0:078 0:006 0:263
Caste: Par

aiyar 0:530  0:006 0:522 0:825 0:287
Caste: Rare  0:687  0:459  0:680  0:587  0:321
Caste: RC Vel.l.al.ar  0:098  0:342  0:102 0:116  0:124
Caste: RC Yatavar  0:124  0:258  0:140 0:058  0:120
Caste: Tevar 0:158 0:224 0:159 0:246 0:328
Village (Ten

pat.t.i = 0) 0:217 0:552
 0:205 0:206 0:496
(0:208) (0:229) (0:210) (0:209) (0:231)
Count
(Intercept)  10:021  5:949  5:848  6:154  6:044  5:966
(46:299) (1:511) (1:470) (1:553) (1:509) (1:480)
Regular Worship (No = 0) 0:802 0:792
(0:323) (0:320)
Possession (No = 0) 0:575 0:196
(0:506) (0:504)
Weighted Public Ritual Tally 0:054 0:051
(0:024) (0:024)
Age (in decades) 1:171 0:858 1:160 0:896 0:582
(0:514) (0:516) (0:519) (0:524) (0:532)
Age2 (in decades)  0:009  0:006  0:009  0:006  0:003
(0:005) (0:005) (0:005) (0:005) (0:005)
Gender (Female = 0) 0:657 0:767 0:684 0:628 0:753
(0:224) (0:225) (0:227) (0:224) (0:227)
Number of Resident Consanguineous Kin 0:025 0:027 0:025 0:030 0:032
(0:030) (0:030) (0:031) (0:030) (0:030)
Years of Education 0:048 0:048 0:054 0:059 0:059
(0:028) (0:027) (0:028) (0:028) (0:028)
Ever Committee Member (No = 0) 2:110 2:038 2:137 2:076 2:013
(0:313) (0:304) (0:320) (0:312) (0:306)
Caste: Aruntatiyar 0:555 1:144 0:607 0:589 1:193
Caste: Hindu Yatavar 1:368 1:706 1:428 1:442 1:792
Caste: Kulalar 1:168 1:527 1:243 1:279 1:659
Caste: Pal.l.ar 1:124 1:481
 1:150 1:275 1:629
Caste: Par

aiyar 1:163 0:786 1:215 1:649 1:275
Caste: Rare 0:530 0:913 0:562 0:556 0:956
Caste: RC Vel.l.al.ar 2:757
 2:442 2:748 3:156 2:825
Caste: RC Yatavar 1:619 1:542 1:700 1:929 1:873
Caste: Tevar 0:991 1:052 1:001 1:121 1:189
Village (Ten

pat.t.i = 0) 0:206 0:490 0:252 0:180 0:479
(0:308) (0:320) (0:314) (0:309) (0:323)
log()  12:259  1:428  1:275  1:504  1:387  1:257
(46:299) (0:514) (0:462) (0:545) (0:494) (0:456)
AIC 2627:972 2346:630 2329:067 2348:995 2339:908 2325:506
Log Likelihood  1310:986  1138:315  1127:533  1137:497  1132:954  1121:753
p < 0:001, p < 0:01, p < 0:05
Table A.14: Stepwise model results (showing coecient estimates and standard errors)
predicting the number of nominations as giving good advice.
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Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6
Zero
(Intercept)  1:324  12:079  12:490  12:355  12:275  12:760
(0:086) (1:615) (1:658) (1:658) (1:637) (1:703)
Regular Worship (No = 0) 0:886 0:851
(0:357) (0:358)
Possession (No = 0) 0:558 0:236
(0:606) (0:627)
Weighted Public Ritual Tally 0:032 0:025
(0:025) (0:026)
Age (in decades) 2:626 2:427 2:658 2:465 2:322
(0:541) (0:549) (0:543) (0:555) (0:567)
Age2 (in decades)  0:023  0:020  0:023  0:021  0:019
(0:006) (0:006) (0:006) (0:006) (0:006)
Gender (Female = 0) 1:996 2:128 2:033 1:984 2:129
(0:254) (0:262) (0:259) (0:255) (0:266)
Number of Resident Consanguineous Kin 0:083 0:080 0:086 0:090 0:087
(0:034) (0:034) (0:034) (0:034) (0:035)
Years of Education 0:128 0:134 0:129 0:130 0:137
(0:032) (0:033) (0:032) (0:033) (0:033)
Ever Committee Member (No = 0) 2:510 2:384 2:475 2:468 2:339
(0:453) (0:454) (0:453) (0:453) (0:455)
Caste: Aruntatiyar  0:839  0:303  0:682  0:548  0:027
Caste: Hindu Yatavar 1:920 2:379 2:064 2:183 2:626
Caste: Kulalar 1:455 1:807 1:604 1:729 2:073
Caste: Pal.l.ar 1:166 1:602 1:286 1:395 1:813
Caste: Par

aiyar 1:269 0:918 1:415 1:664 1:306
Caste: Rare  2:249  1:808  2:392  2:056  1:735
Caste: RC Vel.l.al.ar 1:011 0:811 1:155 1:362 1:159
Caste: RC Yatavar 1:280 1:332 1:431 1:593 1:642
Caste: Tevar 1:183 1:462 1:307 1:417 1:682
Village (Ten

pat.t.i = 0) 0:772
 1:059 0:789 0:754 1:047
(0:308) (0:333) (0:309) (0:307) (0:334)
Count
(Intercept)  9:260  18:863  25:465  17:349  21:002  17:333
(62:530) (55:734) (1399:331) (62:673) (139:620)
Regular Worship (No = 0) 0:394 0:469
(0:639) (0:666)
Possession (No = 0)  2:017  2:762
(1:233) (1:297)
Weighted Public Ritual Tally 0:064 0:090
(0:052) (0:054)
Age (in decades) 2:361 2:294 2:283 2:048 1:641
(1:060) (1:068) (1:055) (1:094) (1:121)
Age2 (in decades)  0:018  0:018  0:019  0:015  0:012
(0:011) (0:011) (0:010) (0:011) (0:011)
Gender (Female = 0) 1:117 1:179 0:940 1:071 0:893
(0:595) (0:609) (0:608) (0:587) (0:612)
Number of Resident Consanguineous Kin 0:109 0:108 0:110 0:096 0:091
(0:069) (0:069) (0:069) (0:069) (0:070)
Years of Education 0:050 0:055 0:017 0:064 0:031
(0:068) (0:068) (0:070) (0:070) (0:071)
Ever Committee Member (No = 0) 2:494 2:445 2:536 2:477 2:456
(0:538) (0:544) (0:538) (0:542) (0:555)
Caste: Aruntatiyar  13:170  12:864  12:500  17:991  14:990
Caste: Hindu Yatavar 1:278 1:555 1:214 1:265 1:503
Caste: Kulalar 0:003 0:317  0:071 0:054 0:306
Caste: Pal.l.ar 2:176 2:487 2:113 2:241 2:568
Caste: Par

aiyar 1:837 1:727 1:928 2:170 2:326
Caste: Rare  9:751  11:106  10:904  13:438  14:415
Caste: RC Vel.l.al.ar 3:649 3:482 4:059 3:950 4:421
Caste: RC Yatavar 2:162 2:190 2:085 2:499 2:578
Caste: Tevar 1:713 1:883 1:628 1:795 1:910
Village (Ten

pat.t.i = 0) 0:267 0:379 0:083 0:299 0:179
(0:779) (0:806) (0:786) (0:775) (0:803)
log()  12:761  10:039  16:261  9:425  12:199  9:545
(62:530) (55:626) (1399:323) (62:559) (139:522)
AIC 1701:430 1362:762 1360:085 1363:733 1363:550 1361:323
Log Likelihood  847:715  646:381  643:042  644:867  644:775  639:662
p < 0:001, p < 0:01, p < 0:05
Table A.15: Stepwise model results (showing coecient estimates and standard errors)
predicting the number of nominations as being inuential.
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Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6
Zero
(Intercept) 0:828  2:643  2:552  2:817  2:592  2:640
(0:076) (1:080) (1:083) (1:091) (1:088) (1:097)
Regular Worship (No = 0) 0:721 0:634
(0:252) (0:256)
Possession (No = 0) 0:803 0:526
(0:400) (0:420)
Weighted Public Ritual Tally 0:040 0:025
(0:019) (0:020)
Age (in decades) 1:275 1:016 1:293 1:026 0:897
(0:411) (0:422) (0:413) (0:430) (0:442)
Age2 (in decades)  0:015  0:012  0:015  0:012  0:011
(0:004) (0:004) (0:004) (0:005) (0:005)
Gender (Female = 0) 0:297 0:406 0:336 0:277 0:407
(0:188) (0:193) (0:189) (0:188) (0:195)
Number of Resident Consanguineous Kin 0:093 0:092 0:096 0:102 0:099
(0:031) (0:031) (0:031) (0:031) (0:031)
Years of Education 0:107 0:107 0:112 0:113 0:114
(0:027) (0:027) (0:027) (0:027) (0:027)
Ever Committee Member (No = 0) 1:544 1:452 1:441 1:447 1:326
(0:552) (0:554) (0:553) (0:555) (0:556)
Caste: Aruntatiyar  1:719  1:418  1:651  1:565  1:306
Caste: Hindu Yatavar  0:116 0:059  0:090  0:014 0:126
Caste: Kulalar 0:981 1:102 1:024 1:145 1:221
Caste: Pal.l.ar 0:009 0:193  0:008 0:080 0:209
Caste: Par

aiyar 0:875 0:452 0:907 1:156 0:709
Caste: Rare  1:143  0:974  1:165  1:064  0:953
Caste: RC Vel.l.al.ar 0:625 0:514 0:631 0:819 0:658
Caste: RC Yatavar 0:458 0:365 0:537 0:620 0:536
Caste: Tevar  0:203  0:156  0:207  0:133  0:112
Village (Ten

pat.t.i = 0) 0:149 0:401 0:208 0:138 0:399
(0:215) (0:232) (0:217) (0:216) (0:235)
Count
(Intercept)  7:940  3:357  3:301  3:390  3:286  3:249
(45:745) (0:801) (0:784) (0:799) (0:799) (0:784)
Regular Worship (No = 0) 0:501 0:470
(0:185) (0:186)
Possession (No = 0) 0:318 0:104
(0:273) (0:282)
Weighted Public Ritual Tally 0:026 0:021
(0:014) (0:014)
Age (in decades) 1:123 0:924 1:110 0:948 0:784
(0:292) (0:294) (0:291) (0:306) (0:309)
Age2 (in decades)  0:011  0:009  0:011  0:009  0:008
(0:003) (0:003) (0:003) (0:003) (0:003)
Gender (Female = 0) 0:325 0:410 0:336 0:324 0:410
(0:139) (0:140) (0:139) (0:138) (0:140)
Number of Resident Consanguineous Kin 0:064 0:061 0:066 0:068 0:065
(0:019) (0:018) (0:019) (0:019) (0:019)
Years of Education 0:077 0:077 0:078 0:081 0:081
(0:017) (0:016) (0:017) (0:017) (0:017)
Ever Committee Member (No = 0) 1:129 1:066 1:129 1:113 1:053
(0:205) (0:201) (0:205) (0:205) (0:201)
Caste: Aruntatiyar  0:183 0:106  0:156  0:069 0:191
Caste: Hindu Yatavar 0:400 0:543 0:417 0:464 0:592
Caste: Kulalar  0:238  0:096  0:206  0:164  0:032
Caste: Pal.l.ar 0:154 0:331 0:163 0:205 0:365
Caste: Par

aiyar 0:096  0:164 0:122 0:290 0:021
Caste: Rare  1:068  0:932  1:150  1:046  0:947
Caste: RC Vel.l.al.ar 1:740
 1:492 1:746 1:922 1:660
Caste: RC Yatavar 0:716 0:689 0:745 0:809 0:778
Caste: Tevar 0:508 0:512 0:462 0:530 0:519
Village (Ten

pat.t.i = 0) 0:307 0:500
 0:320 0:296 0:481
(0:197) (0:205) (0:197) (0:197) (0:205)
log()  10:027  0:408  0:335  0:401  0:395  0:326
(45:748) (0:218) (0:212) (0:216) (0:216) (0:210)
AIC 3304:543 3066:092 3054:635 3064:317 3062:039 3054:986
Log Likelihood  1649:272  1498:046  1490:318  1495:158  1494:020  1486:493
p < 0:001, p < 0:01, p < 0:05
Table A.16: Stepwise model results (showing coecient estimates and standard errors)
predicting the number of nominations as having good character.
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Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6
Zero
(Intercept) 0:419  1:293  1:150  1:709  1:078  1:269
(0:072) (0:953) (0:964) (0:978) (0:979) (1:002)
Regular Worship (No = 0) 0:934 0:721
(0:228) (0:237)
Possession (No = 0) 2:899 2:208
(0:743) (0:751)
Weighted Public Ritual Tally 0:111 0:086
(0:019) (0:020)
Age (in decades) 1:057 0:727 1:126 0:353 0:294
(0:356) (0:368) (0:362) (0:383) (0:398)
Age2 (in decades)  0:012  0:008  0:012  0:004  0:003
(0:004) (0:004) (0:004) (0:004) (0:004)
Gender (Female = 0)  0:709  0:592  0:641  0:813  0:647
(0:169) (0:173) (0:172) (0:176) (0:180)
Number of Resident Consanguineous Kin 0:054 0:053 0:061 0:079 0:078
(0:026) (0:027) (0:027) (0:028) (0:028)
Years of Education 0:035 0:036 0:044 0:049 0:052
(0:023) (0:023) (0:023) (0:023) (0:024)
Ever Committee Member (No = 0) 1:494 1:389 1:361 1:334 1:188
(0:394) (0:398) (0:403) (0:402) (0:409)
Caste: Aruntatiyar  1:896  1:557  1:786  1:582  1:301
Caste: Hindu Yatavar  0:825  0:631  0:815  0:525  0:430
Caste: Kulalar  0:559  0:452  0:525  0:160  0:141
Caste: Pal.l.ar  1:133  0:936  1:232  0:975  0:920
Caste: Par

aiyar  0:938  1:504  0:939  0:223  0:803
Caste: Rare  0:883  0:702  0:968  0:658  0:618
Caste: RC Vel.l.al.ar  0:606  0:872  0:671  0:099  0:451
Caste: RC Yatavar  0:317  0:473  0:197 0:145  0:002
Caste: Tevar  0:840  0:827  0:919  0:660  0:738
Village (Ten

pat.t.i = 0) 0:699
 1:018 0:852 0:705 1:029
(0:201) (0:218) (0:208) (0:208) (0:228)
Count
(Intercept)  9:404  13:833  11:545  3:223  6:954  3:344
(46:830) (112:962) (85:055) (1:381) (4:061) (1:132)
Regular Worship (No = 0) 2:038 1:409
(0:356) (0:268)
Possession (No = 0) 2:673 1:842
(0:393) (0:336)
Weighted Public Ritual Tally 0:127 0:067
(0:020) (0:018)
Age (in decades) 1:298 0:638 0:978 1:209 0:357
(0:463) (0:484) (0:426) (0:472) (0:404)
Age2 (in decades)  0:009  0:003  0:006  0:007 0:001
(0:005) (0:005) (0:004) (0:005) (0:004)
Gender (Female = 0)  0:279  0:051  0:208  0:445  0:063
(0:240) (0:244) (0:214) (0:239) (0:198)
Number of Resident Consanguineous Kin  0:009  0:019 0:038 0:036 0:035
(0:036) (0:034) (0:032) (0:035) (0:027)
Years of Education 0:047 0:057 0:064 0:089 0:079
(0:029) (0:030) (0:027) (0:029) (0:025)
Ever Committee Member (No = 0) 0:829 0:748 0:610 0:532 0:330
(0:393) (0:398) (0:340) (0:374) (0:296)
Caste: Aruntatiyar  3:691  2:191  3:581  3:274  2:344
Caste: Hindu Yatavar  0:269 0:195  0:919  0:340  0:296
Caste: Kulalar  0:381 0:111  0:991  0:262  0:166
Caste: Pal.l.ar  0:261 0:168  1:454  0:423  0:678
Caste: Par

aiyar  0:536  1:814  1:254 0:102  1:295
Caste: Rare  0:180 0:256  1:527  0:188  0:549
Caste: RC Vel.l.al.ar 0:367  0:073  0:509 0:660  0:246
Caste: RC Yatavar 0:183  0:180  0:020 0:676 0:089
Caste: Tevar 0:516 0:411  1:069 0:121  0:687
Village (Ten

pat.t.i = 0)  0:342 0:875 0:567 0:140 1:101
(0:313) (0:349) (0:274) (0:322) (0:274)
log()  12:005  12:692  10:067  2:252  4:000  1:374
(46:831) (112:955) (85:042) (0:730) (3:723) (0:359)
AIC 3305:160 3218:824 3173:368 3126:306 3141:266 3060:629
Log Likelihood  1649:580  1574:412  1549:684  1526:153  1533:633  1489:314
p < 0:001, p < 0:01, p < 0:05
Table A.17: Stepwise model results (showing coecient estimates and standard errors)
predicting the number of nominations as being devout.
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Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6
Zero
(Intercept) 0:131  3:556  3:555  3:701  3:595  3:622
(0:070) (1:019) (1:025) (1:027) (1:042) (1:049)
Regular Worship (No = 0) 0:463 0:359
(0:244) (0:249)
Possession (No = 0) 0:560 0:090
(0:359) (0:383)
Weighted Public Ritual Tally 0:069 0:064
(0:019) (0:020)
Age (in decades) 1:308 1:154 1:323 0:909 0:818
(0:385) (0:395) (0:386) (0:406) (0:416)
Age2 (in decades)  0:016  0:015  0:016  0:012  0:011
(0:004) (0:004) (0:004) (0:004) (0:004)
Gender (Female = 0) 1:741 1:821 1:770 1:725 1:795
(0:185) (0:192) (0:187) (0:186) (0:194)
Number of Resident Consanguineous Kin 0:053 0:053 0:056 0:068 0:067
(0:027) (0:027) (0:027) (0:028) (0:028)
Years of Education 0:001 0:001 0:003 0:012 0:012
(0:024) (0:024) (0:024) (0:024) (0:024)
Ever Committee Member (No = 0) 0:985 0:914 0:923 0:849 0:789
(0:396) (0:398) (0:396) (0:400) (0:402)
Caste: Aruntatiyar  0:764  0:541  0:698  0:465  0:293
Caste: Hindu Yatavar 0:666 0:806 0:705 0:889 0:996
Caste: Kulalar 0:797 0:912 0:849 1:101 1:183
Caste: Pal.l.ar 0:443 0:592 0:450 0:615 0:726
Caste: Par

aiyar 0:347 0:109 0:390 0:886 0:679
Caste: Rare  1:264  1:145  1:317  1:137  1:054
Caste: RC Vel.l.al.ar  0:700  0:816  0:673  0:326  0:426
Caste: RC Yatavar 0:130 0:095 0:202 0:466 0:437
Caste: Tevar  0:210  0:154  0:204  0:057  0:015
Village (Ten

pat.t.i = 0) 0:444
 0:609 0:486 0:429 0:567
(0:218) (0:236) (0:220) (0:221) (0:240)
Count
(Intercept)  9:016  2:661  2:633  2:849  2:663  2:825
(55:564) (1:081) (1:080) (1:097) (1:082) (1:093)
Regular Worship (No = 0)  0:132  0:167
(0:251) (0:252)
Possession (No = 0) 0:454 0:534
(0:397) (0:422)
Weighted Public Ritual Tally 0:001  0:008
(0:018) (0:019)
Age (in decades) 0:808 0:842 0:830 0:803 0:926
(0:385) (0:389) (0:386) (0:403) (0:413)
Age2 (in decades)  0:011  0:011  0:011  0:011  0:012
(0:004) (0:004) (0:004) (0:004) (0:005)
Gender (Female = 0) 1:297 1:272 1:347 1:299 1:310
(0:189) (0:194) (0:194) (0:191) (0:199)
Number of Resident Consanguineous Kin 0:083 0:084 0:084 0:083 0:086
(0:027) (0:027) (0:027) (0:027) (0:027)
Years of Education 0:009 0:007 0:012 0:009 0:010
(0:024) (0:024) (0:024) (0:024) (0:024)
Ever Committee Member (No = 0) 1:021 1:050 1:007 1:020 1:051
(0:263) (0:269) (0:264) (0:264) (0:270)
Caste: Aruntatiyar  1:389  1:438  1:334  1:383  1:445
Caste: Hindu Yatavar 0:371 0:352 0:441 0:377 0:379
Caste: Kulalar 0:180 0:176 0:247 0:185 0:208
Caste: Pal.l.ar 0:395 0:372 0:436 0:401 0:364
Caste: Par

aiyar 0:294 0:391 0:349 0:303 0:395
Caste: Rare  0:634  0:634  0:592  0:629  0:636
Caste: RC Vel.l.al.ar 0:795 0:919 0:809 0:803 0:884
Caste: RC Yatavar 0:611 0:603 0:673 0:618 0:605
Caste: Tevar 0:119 0:120 0:115 0:123 0:077
Village (Ten

pat.t.i = 0) 0:168 0:107 0:193 0:167 0:128
(0:252) (0:278) (0:254) (0:252) (0:279)
log()  11:235  0:992  0:989  0:999  0:993  0:988
(55:565) (0:322) (0:321) (0:323) (0:323) (0:321)
AIC 2935:782 2665:119 2665:214 2665:329 2654:625 2658:460
Log Likelihood  1464:891  1297:559  1295:607  1295:665  1290:313  1288:230
p < 0:001, p < 0:01, p < 0:05
Table A.18: Stepwise model results (showing coecient estimates and standard errors)
predicting the number of nominations as being strong.
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Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6
Zero
(Intercept) 0:181  6:728  6:765  6:914  6:802  6:874
(0:071) (1:080) (1:095) (1:090) (1:100) (1:116)
Regular Worship (No = 0) 1:048 0:939
(0:257) (0:261)
Possession (No = 0) 0:842 0:278
(0:422) (0:442)
Weighted Public Ritual Tally 0:066 0:054
(0:019) (0:020)
Age (in decades) 2:467 2:127 2:480 2:095 1:859
(0:413) (0:422) (0:414) (0:430) (0:439)
Age2 (in decades)  0:021  0:018  0:021  0:017  0:014
(0:004) (0:004) (0:004) (0:005) (0:005)
Gender (Female = 0)  0:337  0:195  0:302  0:385  0:238
(0:183) (0:188) (0:184) (0:185) (0:191)
Number of Resident Consanguineous Kin 0:084 0:082 0:087 0:102 0:097
(0:029) (0:030) (0:029) (0:030) (0:030)
Years of Education  0:027  0:027  0:023  0:019  0:020
(0:023) (0:024) (0:024) (0:024) (0:024)
Ever Committee Member (No = 0) 2:377 2:275 2:261 2:227 2:103
(0:549) (0:555) (0:550) (0:554) (0:558)
Caste: Aruntatiyar  0:518  0:037  0:445  0:350 0:068
Caste: Hindu Yatavar 0:315 0:621 0:347 0:501 0:750
Caste: Kulalar 0:486 0:708 0:531 0:750 0:913
Caste: Pal.l.ar 0:492 0:822 0:486 0:635 0:902
Caste: Par

aiyar 0:600 0:006 0:632 1:105 0:494
Caste: Rare  0:241 0:059  0:265  0:060 0:168
Caste: RC Vel.l.al.ar  0:944  1:218  0:927  0:549  0:850
Caste: RC Yatavar 0:518 0:395 0:603 0:839 0:693
Caste: Tevar 0:222 0:334 0:221 0:373 0:437
Village (Ten

pat.t.i = 0) 0:567
 0:937 0:634 0:561 0:914
(0:219) (0:241) (0:223) (0:222) (0:244)
Count
(Intercept)  9:642  7:873  7:768  7:006  7:512  7:271
(57:765) (3:878) (2:498) (2:183) (2:254) (1:901)
Regular Worship (No = 0) 0:815 0:611
(0:350) (0:316)
Possession (No = 0) 1:761 1:279
(0:497) (0:490)
Weighted Public Ritual Tally 0:073 0:042
(0:022) (0:023)
Age (in decades) 2:063 1:976 1:800 1:826 1:653
(0:652) (0:634) (0:622) (0:633) (0:607)
Age2 (in decades)  0:015  0:015  0:012  0:012  0:011
(0:006) (0:006) (0:006) (0:006) (0:006)
Gender (Female = 0)  0:593  0:471  0:558  0:652  0:491
(0:259) (0:256) (0:247) (0:251) (0:246)
Number of Resident Consanguineous Kin 0:048 0:046 0:058 0:051 0:055
(0:039) (0:038) (0:037) (0:038) (0:036)
Years of Education 0:010 0:014 0:019 0:024 0:026
(0:030) (0:029) (0:030) (0:030) (0:029)
Ever Committee Member (No = 0) 1:594 1:511 1:805 1:518 1:604
(0:394) (0:383) (0:387) (0:378) (0:373)
Caste: Aruntatiyar  3:131  2:530  2:802  2:995  2:369
Caste: Hindu Yatavar 0:225 0:520 0:515 0:337 0:695
Caste: Kulalar  0:114 0:247 0:213 0:026 0:485
Caste: Pal.l.ar 0:501 0:848 0:653 0:680 0:981
Caste: Par

aiyar 0:159  0:293 0:446 0:722 0:376
Caste: Rare  1:272  0:904  1:298  1:144  0:915
Caste: RC Vel.l.al.ar 0:888 0:485 1:002 1:302 0:918
Caste: RC Yatavar 0:044 0:122 0:349 0:449 0:532
Caste: Tevar 0:202 0:199  0:325 0:099  0:161
Village (Ten

pat.t.i = 0)  0:268 0:121  0:106  0:224 0:133
(0:334) (0:353) (0:314) (0:326) (0:328)
log()  12:265  3:810  3:087  2:879  2:904  2:434
(57:765) (3:251) (1:631) (1:310) (1:356) (0:879)
AIC 3137:172 2865:840 2847:319 2847:995 2845:710 2825:963
Log Likelihood  1565:586  1397:920  1386:659  1386:997  1385:855  1371:982
p < 0:001, p < 0:01, p < 0:05
Table A.19: Stepwise model results (showing coecient estimates and standard errors)
predicting the number of nominations as having ritual knowledge.
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Model 1 Model 2 Model 3
(Intercept) 0:459 0:407 0:395
(0:335) (0:332) (0:141)
Weighted Festival Tally 0:017 0:016
(0:007) (0:007)
Age (in decades)  0:106  0:128  0:051
(0:132) (0:131) (0:025)
Age2 (in decades) 0:000 0:001
(0:001) (0:001)
Gender (Female = 0)  0:167  0:162  0:147
(0:064) (0:063) (0:060)
Number of Resident Consanguineous Kin  0:022  0:023  0:022
(0:011) (0:011) (0:011)
Years of Education  0:017  0:019  0:016
(0:009) (0:009) (0:008)
Ever Committee Member (No = 0) 0:151 0:157
(0:121) (0:120)
Caste: Aruntatiyar 0:014 0:096
(0:148) (0:151)
Caste: Hindu Yatavar 0:147 0:201
(0:120) (0:121)
Caste: Kulalar 0:460 0:470
(0:219) (0:217)
Caste: Pal.l.ar 0:076 0:146
(0:099) (0:103)
Caste: Rare 0:106 0:206
(0:246) (0:247)
Caste: Tevar 0:159 0:206
(0:098) (0:099)
R2 0.123 0.143 0.111
Adj. R2 0.079 0.097 0.093
RMSE 0.442 0.438 0.439
AIC 321.731 317.849 311.244
p < 0:001, p < 0:01, p < 0:05
Table A.20: Stepwise model results (showing coecient estimates and standard errors)
predicting the change in the percent of nominations as being hardworking from before
to after the Ten

pat.t.i Mariyamman
festival. Model 3 is the result of a stepwise process
minimizing AIC, using the stepAIC function in the MASS package in R (Venables and
Ripley, 2002).
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Model 1 Model 2 Model 3
(Intercept) 0:987 0:950 0:866
(0:480) (0:481) (0:230)
Weighted Festival Tally 0:012
(0:011)
Age (in decades)  0:146  0:161  0:085
(0:189) (0:189) (0:036)
Age2 (in decades) 0:001 0:001
(0:002) (0:002)
Gender (Female = 0)  0:094  0:090
(0:091) (0:091)
Number of Resident Consanguineous Kin  0:045  0:046  0:049
(0:016) (0:016) (0:015)
Years of Education  0:033  0:034  0:034
(0:013) (0:013) (0:012)
Ever Committee Member (No = 0)  0:258  0:253  0:297
(0:174) (0:174) (0:171)
Caste: Aruntatiyar  0:466  0:407  0:462
(0:213) (0:219) (0:211)
Caste: Hindu Yatavar  0:130  0:092  0:142
(0:172) (0:175) (0:171)
Caste: Kulalar  0:396  0:388  0:425
(0:314) (0:314) (0:312)
Caste: Pal.l.ar  0:270  0:220  0:283
(0:143) (0:149) (0:142)
Caste: Rare 1:456 1:528 1:462
(0:352) (0:357) (0:350)
Caste: Tevar  0:149  0:115  0:152
(0:141) (0:144) (0:140)
R2 0.195 0.200 0.191
Adj. R2 0.156 0.157 0.158
RMSE 0.634 0.634 0.633
AIC 506.014 506.563 503.479
p < 0:001, p < 0:01, p < 0:05
Table A.21: Stepwise model results (showing coecient estimates and standard errors)
predicting the change in the percent of nominations as being generous from before to after
the Ten

pat.t.i Mariyamman
festival. Model 3 is the result of a stepwise process minimizing
AIC, using the stepAIC function in the MASS package in R (Venables and Ripley, 2002).
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Model 1 Model 2 Model 3
(Intercept) 0:749 0:699 0:067
(0:658) (0:659) (0:078)
Weighted Festival Tally 0:017 0:028
(0:014) (0:013)
Age (in decades)  0:031  0:052
(0:259) (0:259)
Age2 (in decades)  0:000  0:000
(0:003) (0:003)
Gender (Female = 0) 0:005 0:010
(0:125) (0:125)
Number of Resident Consanguineous Kin  0:033  0:034  0:032
(0:022) (0:022) (0:020)
Years of Education  0:005  0:007
(0:018) (0:018)
Ever Committee Member (No = 0)  0:639  0:633  0:625
(0:239) (0:238) (0:223)
Caste: Aruntatiyar  0:567  0:487
(0:292) (0:300)
Caste: Hindu Yatavar  0:376  0:324
(0:236) (0:240)
Caste: Kulalar  0:586  0:576
(0:430) (0:430)
Caste: Pal.l.ar  0:497  0:430
(0:195) (0:204)
Caste: Rare  0:059 0:038
(0:483) (0:490)
Caste: Tevar  0:384  0:339
(0:193) (0:197)
R2 0.077 0.082 0.054
Adj. R2 0.031 0.032 0.043
RMSE 0.869 0.868 0.863
AIC 666.582 667.176 654.766
p < 0:001, p < 0:01, p < 0:05
Table A.22: Stepwise model results (showing coecient estimates and standard errors)
predicting the change in the percent of nominations as giving good advice from before
to after the Ten

pat.t.i Mariyamman
festival. Model 3 is the result of a stepwise process
minimizing AIC, using the stepAIC function in the MASS package in R (Venables and
Ripley, 2002).
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Model 1 Model 2 Model 3
(Intercept) 0:487 0:520 0:073
(0:595) (0:597) (0:067)
Weighted Festival Tally  0:011
(0:013)
Age (in decades)  0:084  0:071
(0:234) (0:235)
Age2 (in decades) 0:001 0:001
(0:002) (0:002)
Gender (Female = 0) 0:036 0:033
(0:113) (0:113)
Number of Resident Consanguineous Kin  0:028  0:027  0:028
(0:020) (0:020) (0:018)
Years of Education 0:009 0:009
(0:016) (0:016)
Ever Committee Member (No = 0)  0:317  0:320
(0:216) (0:216)
Caste: Aruntatiyar  0:254  0:306
(0:264) (0:271)
Caste: Hindu Yatavar  0:311  0:345
(0:213) (0:217)
Caste: Kulalar 0:181 0:174
(0:389) (0:389)
Caste: Pal.l.ar  0:257  0:301
(0:177) (0:184)
Caste: Rare  0:461  0:524
(0:436) (0:443)
Caste: Tevar  0:380  0:409
(0:174) (0:178)
R2 0.046 0.049 0.010
Adj. R2 -0.001 -0.002 0.006
RMSE 0.785 0.786 0.783
AIC 615.143 616.412 602.719
p < 0:001, p < 0:01, p < 0:05
Table A.23: Stepwise model results (showing coecient estimates and standard errors)
predicting the change in the percent of nominations as being inuential from before to
after the Ten

pat.t.i Mariyamman
festival. Model 3 is the result of a stepwise process
minimizing AIC, using the stepAIC function in the MASS package in R (Venables and
Ripley, 2002).
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Model 1 Model 2 Model 3
(Intercept) 0:191 0:140 0:183
(0:488) (0:488) (0:063)
Weighted Festival Tally 0:017 0:024
(0:011) (0:010)
Age (in decades) 0:129 0:108
(0:192) (0:192)
Age2 (in decades)  0:002  0:001
(0:002) (0:002)
Gender (Female = 0)  0:286  0:281  0:289
(0:093) (0:092) (0:087)
Number of Resident Consanguineous Kin  0:029  0:030  0:026
(0:016) (0:016) (0:015)
Years of Education 0:002 0:001
(0:013) (0:013)
Ever Committee Member (No = 0)  0:607  0:602  0:585
(0:177) (0:176) (0:170)
Caste: Aruntatiyar  0:308  0:227
(0:216) (0:222)
Caste: Hindu Yatavar  0:071  0:019
(0:175) (0:177)
Caste: Kulalar  0:209  0:199
(0:319) (0:318)
Caste: Pal.l.ar  0:346  0:278
(0:145) (0:151)
Caste: Rare 0:178 0:276
(0:358) (0:362)
Caste: Tevar  0:133  0:087
(0:143) (0:146)
R2 0.167 0.175 0.145
Adj. R2 0.126 0.131 0.132
RMSE 0.644 0.642 0.642
AIC 514.136 513.504 504.656
p < 0:001, p < 0:01, p < 0:05
Table A.24: Stepwise model results (showing coecient estimates and standard errors)
predicting the change in the percent of nominations as having good character from before
to after the Ten

pat.t.i Mariyamman
festival. Model 3 is the result of a stepwise process
minimizing AIC, using the stepAIC function in the MASS package in R (Venables and
Ripley, 2002).
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Model 1 Model 2 Model 3
(Intercept) 0:441 0:358  0:072
(0:703) (0:701) (0:063)
Weighted Festival Tally 0:028 0:037
(0:015) (0:014)
Age (in decades) 0:022  0:013
(0:277) (0:276)
Age2 (in decades)  0:001  0:000
(0:003) (0:003)
Gender (Female = 0) 0:150 0:159
(0:133) (0:133)
Number of Resident Consanguineous Kin 0:004 0:001
(0:024) (0:024)
Years of Education  0:012  0:014
(0:019) (0:019)
Ever Committee Member (No = 0) 0:005 0:015
(0:255) (0:254)
Caste: Aruntatiyar  0:375  0:242
(0:312) (0:319)
Caste: Hindu Yatavar  0:330  0:244
(0:252) (0:255)
Caste: Kulalar  0:238  0:222
(0:459) (0:457)
Caste: Pal.l.ar  0:496  0:384
(0:209) (0:217)
Caste: Rare  0:160 0:002
(0:516) (0:521)
Caste: Tevar  0:328  0:252
(0:206) (0:209)
R2 0.036 0.049 0.027
Adj. R2 -0.011 -0.002 0.023
RMSE 0.928 0.924 0.912
AIC 700.257 698.801 680.678
p < 0:001, p < 0:01, p < 0:05
Table A.25: Stepwise model results (showing coecient estimates and standard errors)
predicting the change in the percent of nominations as being devout from before to after
the Ten

pat.t.i Mariyamman
festival. Model 3 is the result of a stepwise process minimizing
AIC, using the stepAIC function in the MASS package in R (Venables and Ripley, 2002).
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Model 1 Model 2 Model 3
(Intercept) 0:988 0:907 0:650
(0:561) (0:558) (0:235)
Weighted Festival Tally 0:027 0:025
(0:012) (0:011)
Age (in decades)  0:212  0:246  0:096
(0:221) (0:220) (0:041)
Age2 (in decades) 0:001 0:002
(0:002) (0:002)
Gender (Female = 0) 0:057 0:065
(0:107) (0:106)
Number of Resident Consanguineous Kin  0:042  0:044  0:036
(0:019) (0:019) (0:017)
Years of Education  0:028  0:030  0:025
(0:015) (0:015) (0:013)
Ever Committee Member (No = 0)  0:880  0:871  0:869
(0:203) (0:202) (0:193)
Caste: Aruntatiyar  0:200  0:071
(0:249) (0:254)
Caste: Hindu Yatavar 0:032 0:116
(0:201) (0:203)
Caste: Kulalar  0:048  0:032
(0:367) (0:364)
Caste: Pal.l.ar  0:002 0:107
(0:166) (0:172)
Caste: Rare  0:214  0:058
(0:412) (0:414)
Caste: Tevar 0:031 0:105
(0:165) (0:167)
R2 0.141 0.158 0.150
Adj. R2 0.098 0.113 0.133
RMSE 0.741 0.735 0.726
AIC 585.267 582.152 568.430
p < 0:001, p < 0:01, p < 0:05
Table A.26: Stepwise model results (showing coecient estimates and standard errors)
predicting the change in the percent of nominations as being strong from before to after
the Ten

pat.t.i Mariyamman
festival. Model 3 is the result of a stepwise process minimizing
AIC, using the stepAIC function in the MASS package in R (Venables and Ripley, 2002).
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Model 1 Model 2 Model 3
(Intercept)  0:336  0:382 0:233
(0:598) (0:599) (0:077)
Weighted Festival Tally 0:015 0:022
(0:013) (0:012)
Age (in decades) 0:326 0:307
(0:235) (0:236)
Age2 (in decades)  0:003  0:003
(0:002) (0:002)
Gender (Female = 0)  0:194  0:189  0:158
(0:114) (0:114) (0:107)
Number of Resident Consanguineous Kin  0:058  0:059  0:056
(0:020) (0:020) (0:019)
Years of Education 0:015 0:014
(0:016) (0:016)
Ever Committee Member (No = 0)  1:052  1:047  1:006
(0:217) (0:217) (0:208)
Caste: Aruntatiyar  0:266  0:194
(0:265) (0:272)
Caste: Hindu Yatavar 0:097 0:144
(0:214) (0:218)
Caste: Kulalar  0:296  0:287
(0:391) (0:390)
Caste: Pal.l.ar  0:265  0:204
(0:177) (0:185)
Caste: Rare  0:195  0:107
(0:439) (0:445)
Caste: Tevar  0:079  0:038
(0:175) (0:179)
R2 0.172 0.176 0.152
Adj. R2 0.131 0.132 0.139
RMSE 0.789 0.789 0.786
AIC 617.650 618.253 607.541
p < 0:001, p < 0:01, p < 0:05
Table A.27: Stepwise model results (showing coecient estimates and standard errors)
predicting the change in the percent of nominations as having ritual knowledge from
before to after the Ten

pat.t.i Mariyamman
festival. Model 3 is the result of a stepwise
process minimizing AIC, using the stepAIC function in the MASS package in R (Venables
and Ripley, 2002).
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